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EcosimProEcosimPro ProosisProosis OverviewOverview

••ProosisProosis is a dedicated is a dedicated EcosimProEcosimPro release for release for turbojetsturbojets

••The following presentation is related to The following presentation is related to EcosimProEcosimPro but the but the 

capabilities of the two tools are the samecapabilities of the two tools are the same
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EcosimPro Model

Object Oriented Model

EcosimProEcosimPro OverviewOverview--Object oriented toolObject oriented tool

•• What is What is EcosimProEcosimPro??

–– EcosimPro EcosimPro (1989)(1989) is a general SYSTEM simulation tool which is a general SYSTEM simulation tool which 
is object oriented instead of block diagram oriented (like is object oriented instead of block diagram oriented (like 
Simulink)Simulink)

–– Transient and steady states can be solvedTransient and steady states can be solved

Simulink Model

Block Diagram Model
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EcosimProEcosimPro Overview Overview -- AcausalAcausal tooltool

•• What is What is ProosisProosis EcosimProEcosimPro??

–– EcosimProEcosimPro (1989)(1989) is a general SYSTEM simulation tool which is is a general SYSTEM simulation tool which is acausalacausal**

Equations
Analysis

Algorithm

Source Program 
sequence

Compile

Object Program

Link/Load

Experiment 
+Inputs data, events

Output results

Build model 
expert button

Correct 
equations 
errors

EcosimPro acausal

equations system Model

Equations

Analysis

Algorithm

Source Program 
sequential

Compile

Object Program

Link/Load

Execute 

Output results

Input 
Data

Correct 
syntax 
errors

Correct 
logic 
errors, 
etc.

Standard software

*acausal: the written equations are not sorted, not solved 
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EcosimProEcosimPro Overview Overview -- UsersUsers

• LEVEL 1: Users who develop libraries of components.
need to have a profound knowledge of the physics and mathematics of the problem to 
model and simulate it. 
need to create new components using EcosimPro’s modelling language EL. 
For example, a creator of a basic ELECTRIC library with capacitors, resistors, inductances, etc.  

• LEVEL 2: Users who create models based on existing libraries.
no need to have the extent of knowledge LEVEL 1 
but need to know what is under the components. 
to generate and simulate the schematics that represent the different physical systems. 
For example a user creating an electric circuit based on the ELECTRICAL library.  

• LEVEL 3. Users who just run simulations from existing models. 
need only be capable of changing the input data and running the simulations to obtain 
the results. 
not require any special math knowledge; 
just need background knowledge of the final application. 
For example, an operator in a plant needs to know what happens in a scenario if some of the plant 
parameters change. He can run the simulation with the new parameters to obtain the results.

• LEVEL 4. This level does not require any knowledge of the tool, 
just how to connect to EcosimPro from other tools. 
Because Models of EcosimPro can be exported to other tools such as Excel, Matlab, 
Simulink, etc. 
Also the tool can export models as black boxes that can be reused as a standalone programme.
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- Main conceptsMain concepts

 OBJECT TOOLOBJECT TOOL
 PORTPORT connection type: It defines the connective points of the connection type: It defines the connective points of the 

components with several variables managed by the equations. A components with several variables managed by the equations. A 
different port type is different port type is requiredrequired for every discipline (e.g. Electrical, for every discipline (e.g. Electrical, 
Fluid, Fluid, Chemical,etcChemical,etc.).)

 COMPONENTCOMPONENT: It represents a model (with ports) by means of : It represents a model (with ports) by means of 
variables, Differentialvariables, Differential--Algebraic equations (e.g. between ports Algebraic equations (e.g. between ports 
variables), topology and eventvariables), topology and event--based behaviours (e.g. Resistor, based behaviours (e.g. Resistor, 
Pump, Valve ON or OFF or transient opening, Pipe, Tank, etc.)Pump, Valve ON or OFF or transient opening, Pipe, Tank, etc.)

 Organisation into LIBRARIESOrganisation into LIBRARIES: for encapsulating components, ports, : for encapsulating components, ports, 
enumerative types and global variables in a hierarchical place (enumerative types and global variables in a hierarchical place (e.g.. e.g.. 
CONTROLCONTROL, , ELECTRICALELECTRICAL, , THERMALTHERMAL librarieslibraries, etc.), etc.)

 BUILD MODELBUILD MODEL
 PARTITIONPARTITION: To simulate a component, it is first needed to create a : To simulate a component, it is first needed to create a 

solved mathematical model. The additional information needed to solved mathematical model. The additional information needed to 
generate the mathematical model  is the partition (generate the mathematical model  is the partition (a component can a component can 
have several partitions)have several partitions)

 EXPERIMENTEXPERIMENT: Simulation cases with the input data and process : Simulation cases with the input data and process 
events (events (commands valves ON, OFF, transient ON, etc.commands valves ON, OFF, transient ON, etc.))
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview –– General StructureGeneral Structure

USE ...USE ...
COMPONENT COMPONENT GeneralStructureCompoGeneralStructureCompo

PORTSPORTS
......

DATADATA
......

DECLSDECLS
......

OBJECTSOBJECTS
......

TOPOLOGYTOPOLOGY
......

INITINIT
......

DISCRETEDISCRETE
......

CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS
... ... EquationsEquations
... ... EquationsEquations
... ... EquationsEquations

END COMPONENTEND COMPONENT

The structure can 
include several parts in 
addition to the 
continuous equations
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- LibrariesLibraries

•• Examples of developed Libraries are :Examples of developed Libraries are :
–– Control, Electrical & Mechanical circuitsControl, Electrical & Mechanical circuits
–– TwoTwo--Phase Fluid flow in Pipe NetworksPhase Fluid flow in Pipe Networks
–– Rockets engines simulationRockets engines simulation

ESPSS ** COMB_CHAMBERS palette of symbols
*available only under ESA agreement*available only under ESA agreement

ESPSS ** FLUID_FLOW_1D palette of symbols
*available only under ESA agreement*available only under ESA agreement
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- LibrariesLibraries

–– Gas TurbinesGas Turbines
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- LibrariesLibraries

–– Environment Control & Life Support SystemsEnvironment Control & Life Support Systems
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**available only under ESA agreementavailable only under ESA agreement

•• PalettePalette

•• 3 Ports3 Ports
–– Port forces : multifunction port for inputs from a set of thrustPort forces : multifunction port for inputs from a set of thrusters, ers, RWsRWs, , SAsSAs and and 

gravity boomsgravity booms
•• port directions IN for the satellite frame, OUT for all other coport directions IN for the satellite frame, OUT for all other components.mponents.

•• type SUM in order to automatically account for all mass flow rattype SUM in order to automatically account for all mass flow rates, forces, moment, es, forces, moment, 
angular momentum, power coming from all connected components.angular momentum, power coming from all connected components.

–– Port State: multipurpose port for the attitude and orbit controlPort State: multipurpose port for the attitude and orbit control and for 3D and for 3D 
visualization, as well as the needed inputs for the solar arraysvisualization, as well as the needed inputs for the solar arrays, gravity booms, , gravity booms, 
TanksTanks

•• port directions OUT for the satellite frame, IN for all other coport directions OUT for the satellite frame, IN for all other componentsmponents

–– Port Port ““InteractionsFluidsInteractionsFluids””: to transfer the location of the free surface of the : to transfer the location of the free surface of the 
liquid, the Archimedes pressure function, the inertia matrix andliquid, the Archimedes pressure function, the inertia matrix and the location of the location of 
the fluids Centre Of Mass (COM) of from the Tanks component to tthe fluids Centre Of Mass (COM) of from the Tanks component to the Framehe Frame
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–– PalettePalette

•• ThrusterThruster

•• Filter unitFilter unit

•• XFCXFC

•• PPUPPU

•• And for operation And for operation 
trainingtraining

•• Fail processorFail processor

•• Leaking tubeLeaking tube

–– 4 Ports4 Ports

ESPSSESPSS** -- EP libraryEP library
**available only under ESA agreementavailable only under ESA agreement

–– Ports are the key of the Ports are the key of the Object oriented system simulationObject oriented system simulation: like nodes for : like nodes for 
exchanging multiple variables between components: those are the exchanging multiple variables between components: those are the 
variables needed as in the real systemvariables needed as in the real system

–– For EP library: 4 new ports have been designedFor EP library: 4 new ports have been designed

•• TCTM for discrete and digital TCTM for discrete and digital telecommandstelecommands and telemetriesand telemetries

•• ThrusterThruster HV for the high voltage inputs/outputs HV for the high voltage inputs/outputs 

•• ThrusterThruster LV for the low voltage inputs/outputs LV for the low voltage inputs/outputs 

•• RAMS (for operations with a fail processor)RAMS (for operations with a fail processor)
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- LibrariesLibraries

–– Loop heat Pipes (LHP) DevicesLoop heat Pipes (LHP) Devices These are a topological components 
build as indicated here below:

Evaporator

CondenserLiquidLine

VapourLine

DeadEnd

tp_CC
tp_EV

tp_LL

tp_VL

tp_CWorkingFluid

Evaporator

Grooves

CC_case

GL_Saddle_EV Saddle

Heater_EV

2 1

CC

GL_EV_CC

EV_tp

f_bayonet

f_VL

CC_tp

f_bypass

Grooves

LHP

PressRegByPassValve
WorkingFluid

RadiatorPlate

Wick_Case

LHP_Evaporator

Line_1

21

CompChamber_1
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- ComponentsComponents

•• The user can define libraries of components using the EL The user can define libraries of components using the EL 
language:language:
–– A component is the basic simulation unit representing some A component is the basic simulation unit representing some 

physical/logical behaviour not necessarily closedphysical/logical behaviour not necessarily closed

–– EcosimproEcosimpro uses these components as symbols that can be uses these components as symbols that can be 
dragged & pasted graphicallydragged & pasted graphically to to build more complex build more complex 
modelsmodels by linking components' portsby linking components' ports

•• Components are reusable:Components are reusable:
–– New components can be created by New components can be created by inheritance and inheritance and 

aggregationaggregation

–– These These supersuper--componentscomponents are automatically updated if the are automatically updated if the 
parentsparents’’ formulation is changed formulation is changed 

–– The component formulation The component formulation ----a set of nona set of non--necessarily necessarily 
ordered equations and eventsordered equations and events---- do not force a causality of do not force a causality of 
the simulated problemthe simulated problem
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- Model BuilderModel Builder

•• The user creates The user creates 

models by picking models by picking 

components from the components from the 

libraries and connecting libraries and connecting 

them as they are them as they are 

connected in the actual connected in the actual 

physical systemphysical system

•• Models take Models take 

advantage to be advantage to be 

multimulti--disciplinary. disciplinary. 

They can combine They can combine 

components of components of 

different librariesdifferent libraries

LO2 

pump
Green lines are 
mechanical 

connections

Blue lines are 
fluid 

connections

Red lines are 
thermal 

connections
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- Model GenerationModel Generation

Component has one Component has one or may or may 

have many have many partition(spartition(s))
Partition has one Partition has one or may or may 

have many have many experiment(sexperiment(s))

Component Name: 
“Turbojet”

Partition 1: 

“default”

Partition 2: 

“Prediction”

Partition 3: 

“Transient”

“experiment1”

“experiment2”

“experiment3” “experiment4”

“experiment5”

model model 
resolutionresolution

Build model 
expert button

Command the Command the 
simulation simulation 
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- Model Generation for Model Generation for 
advanced usersadvanced users

•• The model generation can be controlled by an The model generation can be controlled by an 
advanced and EXPERT user :advanced and EXPERT user :

Assistant for Boundary Conditions

candidate 
variables

window for 
selected 
variables

Number of boundary 
conditions needed

–– ItIt’’s at the model generation s at the model generation 

phase (partitions) when phase (partitions) when 

EcosimProEcosimPro will will rere--orderorder all the all the 

components' equations. components' equations. 

–– EcosimProEcosimPro GUI helps the GUI helps the 

advanced expert user with advanced expert user with 

wizards selecting boundaries, wizards selecting boundaries, 

tearing possible algebraic loops tearing possible algebraic loops 

and solving high index and solving high index 

problemsproblems Given a system of differential algebraic 
equations, f(x,x’, t) the index of the system is defined as the 
number of times that it is necessary to derive all or part of f until it 
is converted to a system of differential equations.
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview –– Kernel (I)Kernel (I)

•• EcosimPro is designed to solve EcosimPro is designed to solve Differential and AlgebraicDifferential and Algebraic
systemssystems of Equations (of Equations (DAEsDAEs). Like:). Like:

0,,












t

dt

xd
xf

    0,,





dt

xd
txftxf

dt

xd
ODE

    0,0,0,


 txftxf
Algebraic

Equations

•• Ordinary Differential Equations and algebraic equations are specOrdinary Differential Equations and algebraic equations are special cases of ial cases of DAEsDAEs::

Even time and space 
derivative with 1-D models
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- Kernel (II)Kernel (II)

EcosimPro solvers:EcosimPro solvers:

•• DASSL* is based on the Gear method for stiff problems DASSL* is based on the Gear method for stiff problems 
(slow and fast dynamic together). Its main features are:(slow and fast dynamic together). Its main features are:

–– Automatic selection of the integration step and orderAutomatic selection of the integration step and order

–– Integration order changes between 1 and 5Integration order changes between 1 and 5

–– Use of NewtonUse of Newton--RaphsonRaphson to solve the implicit system of the to solve the implicit system of the 
equationsequations

•• EcosimProEcosimPro provides as well a sparse version of DASSL to provides as well a sparse version of DASSL to 
deal with big models (deal with big models (JacobianJacobian size is very big)size is very big)

•• A classic fourth order A classic fourth order RungeRunge--KuttaKutta is provided for solving is provided for solving 
ODE systems.ODE systems.

*DASSL: Differential Algebraic System Solver (Livermore Lab; L. *DASSL: Differential Algebraic System Solver (Livermore Lab; L. PetzoldPetzold ))
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- MonitoringMonitoring

•• ThereThere’’s a experiment file where commands, data, s a experiment file where commands, data, 
boundaries and integration options can be set.boundaries and integration options can be set.

•• The tool for interactive display of the experiments The tool for interactive display of the experiments 
(simulation cases) is called Monitor. (simulation cases) is called Monitor. Variables can Variables can 
be monitored by various means includingbe monitored by various means including

–– Sliders & ThermometersSliders & Thermometers

–– GaugesGauges

–– PlotsPlots

•• Simulation results can be exported to Microsoft Simulation results can be exported to Microsoft 
Office applications for further analysisOffice applications for further analysis
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EcosimPro Overview EcosimPro Overview -- Monitor toolMonitor tool
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Connection to the External WorldConnection to the External World

•• EcosimPro generates C++ class with the final simulation EcosimPro generates C++ class with the final simulation 
code. This class can be used to include the model in other code. This class can be used to include the model in other 
programsprograms

•• Executables of EcosimPro Models are also Active X servers. Executables of EcosimPro Models are also Active X servers. 
This enables to build experiments directly in Visual BasicThis enables to build experiments directly in Visual Basic

•• An Excel AddAn Excel Add--in is provided for easy connection to in is provided for easy connection to 
EcosimPro models from ExcelEcosimPro models from Excel

•• It is possible to call Fortran, C and C++ functions from the It is possible to call Fortran, C and C++ functions from the 
equations (For example: property routines for H2O real equations (For example: property routines for H2O real 
fluid, etc.)fluid, etc.)
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Connection to Excel   Connection to Excel   
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First ExamplesFirst Examples
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This model is representative of a satellite propulsion system 
with hydrazine:

The EcosimPro 
schematic of the model 
appears in figure below, 
where the main feeding 
lines are included:

(To be explained 
interactively under 
EcosimPro environment)

LT-01 LT-02 LT-03 LT-04

S4 S8 S20 S14 S18

LF-01

LV-01

PT-02

RCT-4

RCT-3

RCT-2

RCT-1

S46

S34
S38

S40

S42

TP-01

RCS* Case: Thrusters feeding systemRCS* Case: Thrusters feeding system

*RCS: Reaction control system for satellites
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•• Create a simple component to solve the next Create a simple component to solve the next 
differential equation:differential equation:

A First Component in EL (I)A First Component in EL (I)

tau

yx

dt

dy )( 


•• tautau is a data (tau = 0.6 seconds)is a data (tau = 0.6 seconds)

•• The variable The variable xx will be a boundary condition and it will will be a boundary condition and it will 
be variable with time: be variable with time: 

x = sin(2 * TIME)x = sin(2 * TIME)
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A First Component in EL (II)A First Component in EL (II)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----A first component in EcosimPro Language (EL)A first component in EcosimPro Language (EL)--------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- Component to solve a differential equation which is Component to solve a differential equation which is --------
---- used to introduce a delay to variable "x" used to introduce a delay to variable "x" ----------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

COMPONENT equationCOMPONENT equation

DATADATA
REAL tau = 0.6REAL tau = 0.6 "delay time (s)""delay time (s)"

DECLSDECLS
REAL x, yREAL x, y

CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS
---- Differential equation to introduce a delay to variable "x" Differential equation to introduce a delay to variable "x" 

y' = (x y' = (x -- y) / y) / tautau ---- yy’’ is the derivative is the derivative dy/dtdy/dt

END COMPONENTEND COMPONENT
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A First Component in EL (III)A First Component in EL (III)

EXPERIMENTEXPERIMENT exp1 exp1 ONON equation.defaultequation.default

DECLSDECLS

INITINIT ---- set initial values for variablesset initial values for variables
---- Dynamic variablesDynamic variables

y = 0.y = 0.

BOUNDSBOUNDS ---- set expressions for boundary variables: v = f(t,...)set expressions for boundary variables: v = f(t,...)
x = sin(2. * TIME)x = sin(2. * TIME)

BODYBODY
REPORT_TABLE("reportAllREPORT_TABLE("reportAll", " * ")", " * ")

TIME = 0.TIME = 0.

TSTOP = 15.TSTOP = 15.
CINT = 0.1CINT = 0.1
INTEG()INTEG()

ENDEND EXPERIMENTEXPERIMENT

Note: the boundary 
conditions can be static or 
dynamic (here function of 
TIME)
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A First Component in EL (IV)A First Component in EL (IV)
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•• Open the EcosimPro under schematic viewOpen the EcosimPro under schematic view

•• Press button New schematicPress button New schematic

•• Choose a name under the COURSE_EXAMPLE Choose a name under the COURSE_EXAMPLE 
LibraryLibrary

•• Select the COURSE_THERMAL librarySelect the COURSE_THERMAL library

•• Build by click and drag components the model Build by click and drag components the model 
shown in next figure. Following tips are useful:shown in next figure. Following tips are useful:

A Component using A Component using Schematic(ISchematic(I))
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A Component using Schematic (II)A Component using Schematic (II)

D1

D2

D3

GL1

GL2

GL3

B1

Space

GR3

GR2

GR1

REF=0.05

REF=0.05

REF=0.05

C=1000

C=1000

C=1000

cond = 2.6

cond = 2.6

cond = 2.6

T = 20

T = - 180

•• Arranging components:Arranging components:
–– To change the size of a component, select the To change the size of a component, select the 

component, right button, select component, right button, select ““component component 
shape optionshape option”” and change the size by and change the size by 
dragging the symboldragging the symbol’’s cornerss corners

–– To change the position of the componentTo change the position of the component’’s s 
name, press the SHIFT key at the same time name, press the SHIFT key at the same time 
as you move the mouse pointer over the as you move the mouse pointer over the 
labels, and drag it labels, and drag it 

•• Draw connectors between the components like Draw connectors between the components like 
in the figure above. A tooltip will appear in the figure above. A tooltip will appear 
whenever the mouse runs over a port, whenever the mouse runs over a port, 
displaying the information of that port: displaying the information of that port: 
–– Select the connection button on the rightSelect the connection button on the right--

hand toolbar or press the SHIFT key at the hand toolbar or press the SHIFT key at the 
same time as you move the mouse pointer same time as you move the mouse pointer 
over a port over a port 

–– LeftLeft--click on the port to be connected. (Click click on the port to be connected. (Click 
the various points of the schematic drawing the various points of the schematic drawing 
where the connector is required to run, if where the connector is required to run, if 
any). Leftany). Left--click the target port, which must be click the target port, which must be 
of the same type as the origin port of the same type as the origin port 

Size: right, Shape, dragg

Label: shift+move over it

Connection: shift+move over port
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Once we have built the schematics of our thermal Once we have built the schematics of our thermal 
network, letnetwork, let’’s do the following steps:s do the following steps:

•• Generate build model by pressing the Generate build model by pressing the ““FF”” button         button         
This action implies:This action implies:

–– generation of the EL source code from the graphic generation of the EL source code from the graphic 
informationinformation

–– Compilation of the EL fileCompilation of the EL file

–– Generation of the default partition (Generation of the default partition (orderingordering and and 
resolutionresolution of all the componentsof all the components’’ equationsequations) in ) in 
a C++ classa C++ class

•• Under Simulation view, generate a new Under Simulation view, generate a new 
experiment and simulate it with the monitor toolexperiment and simulate it with the monitor tool

A Component using Schematic (III)A Component using Schematic (III)
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A Component using Schematic (IV)A Component using Schematic (IV)

EXPERIMENT exp1 ON ThermalNetwork1.defaultEXPERIMENT exp1 ON ThermalNetwork1.default

DECLSDECLS

INITINIT ---- set initial values for variablesset initial values for variables
---- Dynamic variablesDynamic variables

D1.T = 20D1.T = 20
D2.T = 20D2.T = 20
D3.T = 20D3.T = 20

BOUNDS BOUNDS ---- set expressions for boundary variables: v = f(t,...)set expressions for boundary variables: v = f(t,...)

BODYBODY
REPORT_TABLE("reportAllREPORT_TABLE("reportAll", " * ")", " * ")
TIME = 0TIME = 0
TSTOP = 6000TSTOP = 6000
CINT = 25CINT = 25
INTEG()INTEG()

END EXPERIMENTEND EXPERIMENT
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A Component using Schematic (V)A Component using Schematic (V)
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•• EcosimProEcosimPro is a useris a user--friendly SYSTEM simulation tool for friendly SYSTEM simulation tool for 
modelling simple and complex systems with modelling simple and complex systems with physical physical 
processesprocesses expressing the behaviours in terms of :expressing the behaviours in terms of :
–– equations, equations, 

–– differential equations differential equations 

–– algebraic equation (algebraic equation (DAEsDAEs) ) 

–– discrete eventsdiscrete events

•• It provides a powerful Graphical User Interface (GUI) to It provides a powerful Graphical User Interface (GUI) to 
build systems models based on reusing existing librariesbuild systems models based on reusing existing libraries

•• We can distinguish several types of users of EcosimPro:We can distinguish several types of users of EcosimPro:
1.1. ComponentComponent--Library DeveloperLibrary Developer

2.2. System Model Builder from preSystem Model Builder from pre--existing librariesexisting libraries

3.3. System Users that exploit preSystem Users that exploit pre--existing modelsexisting models

……

SummarySummary
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To go furtherTo go further

……
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To go furtherTo go further

To go furtherTo go further
•• ECOSIMPRO LANGUAGE (EL) INTRODUCTIONECOSIMPRO LANGUAGE (EL) INTRODUCTION

–– Statements, Ports, Components, Equations, Library, Statements, Ports, Components, Equations, Library, 
ExperimentsExperiments

•• BUILDING A THERMAL NETWORK LIBRARYBUILDING A THERMAL NETWORK LIBRARY
•• DISCONTINUITIESDISCONTINUITIES

–– Statements: When, After (delay), Assert, ZoneStatements: When, After (delay), Assert, Zone

•• HANDLING ARRAYS into COMPONENTSHANDLING ARRAYS into COMPONENTS
•• Expand (equations), SumExpand (equations), Sum

–– ARRAYS OF COMPONENTS AND ARRAYS OF CONNECTIONSARRAYS OF COMPONENTS AND ARRAYS OF CONNECTIONS
–– VECTORIZED PORTS FOR HEAT TRANSFERVECTORIZED PORTS FOR HEAT TRANSFER

•• MATHEMATICAL PROCESSMATHEMATICAL PROCESS
•• USING ECOSIM MODELS FROM OTHER TOOLSUSING ECOSIM MODELS FROM OTHER TOOLS
•• FUNCTIONSFUNCTIONS
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ECOSIMPRO LANGUAGE (EL) ECOSIMPRO LANGUAGE (EL) 
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
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-

INDEX 1/3INDEX 1/3

•• EcosimProEcosimPro Language (EL) IntroductionLanguage (EL) Introduction

–– StatementsStatements

–– Entities (Components, Ports, Entities (Components, Ports, ……))

–– Functions Functions 

•• Building a Thermal Network LibraryBuilding a Thermal Network Library

–– Creating main componentsCreating main components

–– Boundary conditions definitionBoundary conditions definition
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-

INDEX 2/3INDEX 2/3

•• DiscontinuitiesDiscontinuities

–– WHEN and ZONE and IF statementsWHEN and ZONE and IF statements

–– Delayed assignments (AFTER)Delayed assignments (AFTER)

•• Handling arrays for 1Handling arrays for 1--D D discretisationdiscretisation (Coding a (Coding a 
thermal wall) thermal wall) 

–– Arrays of VariablesArrays of Variables

–– Arrays of Components and ConnectionsArrays of Components and Connections

–– VectorizedVectorized ports for heat transferports for heat transfer

•• ESPSS LibrariesESPSS Libraries

–– OverviewOverview

–– WaterWater--hammer caseshammer cases

–– RCS RCS thrusterthruster
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INDEX 3/3INDEX 3/3

•• Tanks LibraryTanks Library

–– RCS model fed with a Bladder tankRCS model fed with a Bladder tank

–– TwoTwo--phase Tanksphase Tanks

•• Combustion Chambers LibraryCombustion Chambers Library

–– Typical rocket engine cycles simulationTypical rocket engine cycles simulation

–– Hydrazine thrustersHydrazine thrusters

•• Using EcosimPro models from other toolsUsing EcosimPro models from other tools

–– Excel interfaceExcel interface

–– Matlab interfaceMatlab interface
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EL Introduction: StatementsEL Introduction: Statements

EcosimPro provides 4 kinds of statements:EcosimPro provides 4 kinds of statements:

 SequentialSequential statements like statements like IF, WHILE, FORIF, WHILE, FOR, etc. , etc. The order The order 
of the statements is fundamentalof the statements is fundamental. Supported in Fortran, . Supported in Fortran, 
Java, C++Java, C++

 ContinuousContinuous statements like differential or algebraic statements like differential or algebraic 
equations. equations. The order is indifferentThe order is indifferent. Used to express the . Used to express the 
dynamic behaviour of the dynamic model.dynamic behaviour of the dynamic model.

 DiscreteDiscrete statements (or events) like statements (or events) like WHENWHEN. . The order is The order is 
theoretically indifferenttheoretically indifferent. Used to express the discrete . Used to express the discrete 
behaviour of the dynamic model. behaviour of the dynamic model. 

 DirectiveDirective statements like statements like USEUSE (for using components from (for using components from 
other library), other library), EXPL EXPL (explicit),(explicit), IMPL IMPL (implicit),(implicit), BOUND BOUND 
(boundary),(boundary), CONST CONST (constant), etc(constant), etc
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EL Introduction: PORT entityEL Introduction: PORT entity

 EcosimProEcosimPro has a fundamental has a fundamental interfaceinterface entity for connecting entity for connecting 
together components: the PORT.together components: the PORT.

 A PORT encapsulates the variables that represent the actual A PORT encapsulates the variables that represent the actual 
physical exchange among components.physical exchange among components.

Ports allow intelligent Ports allow intelligent behaviorbehavior to be defined when connecting to be defined when connecting 
to other ports. to other ports. EcosimProEcosimPro will automatically introduce additional will automatically introduce additional 
equations when the mathematical model is generated.equations when the mathematical model is generated.

---- Fluid port typeFluid port type

PORT FluidPORT Fluid

SUM    REAL        m          SUM    REAL        m          ““mass flow (kg/s)mass flow (kg/s)””

EQUAL  REAL        P          EQUAL  REAL        P          ““pressure (Pa)pressure (Pa)””

REAL        rho        REAL        rho        ““density (kg/m3)density (kg/m3)””

END PORTEND PORT
Note: ports prefixes SUMSUM or EQUALEQUAL … are 
used for describing the behaviour in case 
of multiple connections
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•• Components Components 

–– They are the elementary blocks to build the models   They are the elementary blocks to build the models   

•• Components are defined by:Components are defined by:

–– declaration of  data  & variables declaration of  data  & variables 

(valve area, pressure difference,(valve area, pressure difference,…….).)

PACq dm  2

–– equations that represent the equations that represent the 

behaviourbehaviour

Ports

–– declaration of the ports declaration of the ports 

–– There is a language to define new componentsThere is a language to define new components

EL Introduction: COMPONENT entity (I)EL Introduction: COMPONENT entity (I)
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COMPONENTCOMPONENT ValveValve

PORTSPORTS
ININ Fluid   f_in         Fluid   f_in         ----Fluid inletFluid inlet
OUTOUT Fluid   f_out       Fluid   f_out       ----Fluid outlet     Fluid outlet     (Algebraic ports variables)
ININ Signal position   Signal position   ----Position signalPosition signal

DATADATA

REALREAL CdCd, A                , A                ----CdCd at full open position of the A areaat full open position of the A area

DECLSDECLS

REAL REAL dPdP ----Pressure differencePressure difference

REAL REAL m                    m                    ----Mass flowMass flow

CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

dPdP = f_in.P = f_in.P -- f_out.Pf_out.P

m  = m  = CdCd**A * position.signalA * position.signal * sqrt(2* * sqrt(2* f_in.rhof_in.rho**dPdP ))

f_in.m = mf_in.m = m

f_in.m = f_out.m  f_in.m = f_out.m  

END COMPONENTEND COMPONENT

EL Introduction: COMPONENT entityEL Introduction: COMPONENT entity (II)(II)

Note: Here typical 
equationsequations between ports 
variables: f_in… f_out…
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••PublicPublic parts of the component:parts of the component:

1.1. Construction Construction Parameters (e.g. number of nodes)

2. 2. PORTS PORTS (interfaces)(interfaces)

3. 3. DATA DATA (e.g. user data: diameter, length, etc )

••PrivatePrivate parts (parts (not accessible from outsidenot accessible from outside) of the ) of the componentcomponent::

1. 1. DECLSDECLS (e.g. local variables)

2. 2. TOPOLOGY TOPOLOGY (e.g. relations between ports, components and 
their interconnection)

3. 3. INIT INIT (e.g. initial values when needed)

4. 4. DISCRETE DISCRETE (e.g. actions in case of events)

5. 5. CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS (e.g. equations)

EL Introduction: COMPONENT entity (III)EL Introduction: COMPONENT entity (III)
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EL Introduction: EquationsEL Introduction: Equations

•• SymbolicSymbolic Manipulation Manipulation 
–– It is important to recognize that the It is important to recognize that the ““==““ operator does not represent operator does not represent 

in in EcosimProEcosimPro an assignment. For example, lets consider the following an assignment. For example, lets consider the following 

set of 2 equations:set of 2 equations:

x = TIMEx = TIME

x = 4 * yx = 4 * y

–– In a In a ProceduralProcedural (sequential) language, the first statement would (sequential) language, the first statement would assignassign a a 

value to x, and the second would overwrite the value of x with avalue to x, and the second would overwrite the value of x with a new value.new value.

In In EcosimProEcosimPro, the , the ‘‘==‘‘ represents represents equationequation, and the previous set will , and the previous set will 

be rebe re--arranged by EcosimPro into the following set of assignments:arranged by EcosimPro into the following set of assignments:

x = TIMEx = TIME

y = x / 4y = x / 4

•• The equations do not assume any causality.The equations do not assume any causality.
–– It is possible to exchange known and unknown variables to solve It is possible to exchange known and unknown variables to solve design design 

problemsproblems
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EL Introduction: Library functionsEL Introduction: Library functions

•• The user can define its own functions in EL and then The user can define its own functions in EL and then 
call them from any component or portcall them from any component or port
FUNCTION REAL square(REAL x)FUNCTION REAL square(REAL x)

BODYBODY
RETURN x * xRETURN x * x

END FUNCTIONEND FUNCTION

•• The user can reuse existing FORTRAN, C and C++ The user can reuse existing FORTRAN, C and C++ 

functions by prefunctions by pre--declaring them beforedeclaring them before
““FORTRANFORTRAN”” FUNCTION REAL FUNCTION REAL square(REALsquare(REAL x)x)

•• Then, at component or port level codification we can Then, at component or port level codification we can 
use the function: use the function: x = x = square(ysquare(y))

•• At compilation time the user needs to specify the At compilation time the user needs to specify the 
object file to link withobject file to link with
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EL Introduction: Experiments (I)EL Introduction: Experiments (I)

 The EL allows any sequential statement in the The EL allows any sequential statement in the 
experiment, for example:experiment, for example:
–– Statements reStatements re--defining input datadefining input data

–– FOR, IF statements programming parametric studiesFOR, IF statements programming parametric studies

–– Call to external functions, etcCall to external functions, etc

 Some of specific experiment functions are:Some of specific experiment functions are:
–– INTEG(), INTEG_TO, INTEG_CINT, INTEG_STEP for integration of a mINTEG(), INTEG_TO, INTEG_CINT, INTEG_STEP for integration of a model odel 

between an initial time (TIME) and a final time (TSTOP), with a between an initial time (TIME) and a final time (TSTOP), with a communication communication 

interval (CINT)interval (CINT)

–– STEADY() for calculation of steady statesSTEADY() for calculation of steady states

–– REPORT_MODE, REPORT_TABLE, REPORT_LIST, WRITE statements, etcREPORT_MODE, REPORT_TABLE, REPORT_LIST, WRITE statements, etc

–– Interpolation functions defining boundaries. See example here afInterpolation functions defining boundaries. See example here afterter

–– ABS_ERROR, REL_ERROR control the effective integration time stepABS_ERROR, REL_ERROR control the effective integration time step
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EL Introduction: Experiments (II)EL Introduction: Experiments (II)

EXPERIMENTEXPERIMENT exp1 exp1 ONON model.defaultmodel.default

DECLSDECLS

TABLE_1D Pup =  {{0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2.}, {1, 1000, 1000, 1, 1}}TABLE_1D Pup =  {{0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2.}, {1, 1000, 1000, 1, 1}}
REAL REAL PiniPini = 1e2= 1e2

INITINIT ---- set initial values for variablesset initial values for variables
---- Dynamic variablesDynamic variables

---- Algebraic variablesAlgebraic variables

BOUNDSBOUNDS ---- set expressions for boundary variables: v = f(t,...)set expressions for boundary variables: v = f(t,...)
Inlet.s_pres.signal[1] = Inlet.s_pres.signal[1] = PiniPini * * timeTableInterp(TIME,PuptimeTableInterp(TIME,Pup))

BODYBODY
REPORT_TABLE("reportAllREPORT_TABLE("reportAll", " * ")", " * ")
TIME = 0.TIME = 0.
TSTOP = 15TSTOP = 15
CINT = 0.1CINT = 0.1

REPORT_MODE = IS_STEPREPORT_MODE = IS_STEP
INTEG()INTEG()

ENDEND EXPERIMENTEXPERIMENT

Note: the boundary 
condition is function of 
TIME
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BUILDING A THERMAL BUILDING A THERMAL 
NETWORK LIBRARYNETWORK LIBRARY
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Preparation for the Practical ExercisesPreparation for the Practical Exercises

•• Extract all the contents of the file Extract all the contents of the file curso.zipcurso.zip to this (or other)  to this (or other)  
directory: directory: C:C:\\EcosimProEcosimPro\\USER_LIBSUSER_LIBS

•• Start Start EcosimProEcosimPro

•• Create New existing Libraries named:Create New existing Libraries named:

COURSE_EXAMPLESCOURSE_EXAMPLES

COURSE_THERMALCOURSE_THERMAL
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Thermal Library (I)Thermal Library (I)

•• A Library for thermal network models is similar to an ElectricalA Library for thermal network models is similar to an Electrical
librarylibrary

–– Heat flux plays a similar role to Current andHeat flux plays a similar role to Current and

–– Temperature plays a similar role to VoltageTemperature plays a similar role to Voltage

–– Diffusive nodes are similar to capacitors Diffusive nodes are similar to capacitors 

–– Thermal conductors are very similar to resistorsThermal conductors are very similar to resistors

•• Open the file Open the file Thermal.elThermal.el in Library COURSE_THERMALin Library COURSE_THERMAL
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Thermal Library (II)Thermal Library (II)

CONST REAL STEFAN = 5.6696e-8 "Stefan constant (W/m^2/K^4)"
CONST REAL TZERO  = 273.15    "Shift of Centigrade zero“

PORT Thermal
SUM   REAL q   "Heat Flux (W)"     –-additive heats
EQUAL REAL T   "Temperature (C) " --Temperatures are equal

END PORT

ABSTRACT COMPONENT Node
PORTS

IN Thermal tp_in
DATA

REAL qi = 0.  “impressed heat flux (W)”
DECLS

REAL q_total
CONTINUOUS

q_total = tp_in.q + qi
END COMPONENT

IN & OUT prefixes in the ports 
provide the sign of the port 
variables of type prefixed SUM
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Thermal Library (III)Thermal Library (III)

COMPONENT DNode IS_A Node
DATA

REAL C = 1  "Thermal capacity (J / kg K)"
DECLS

REAL T  = 20
CONTINUOUS

C * T'  = q_total -- differential equation
tp_in.T = T

END COMPONENT

COMPONENT BNode IS_A Node  --Boundary Node
DATA

REAL T
CONTINUOUS

tp_in.T = T
END COMPONENT
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Thermal Library (IV)Thermal Library (IV)

ABSTRACT COMPONENT Conductor
PORTS

IN Thermal tp_in
OUT Thermal tp_out

CONTINUOUS
tp_in.q = tp_out.q

END COMPONENT

COMPONENT GL IS_A Conductor  --Linear conductor
DATA 

REAL cond “Thermal conductance (W/C)”
CONTINUOUS

tp_in.q = cond * (tp_in.T - tp_out.T)
END COMPONENT
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Thermal Library (V)Thermal Library (V)

COMPONENT GR IS_A Conductor

DATA

REAL REF = 0. “Radiative Exchange Factor (m^2)”

CONTINUOUS

tp_in.q = STEFAN * REF * ((tp_in.T + TZERO)**4 - \

(tp_out.T + TZERO)**4) 

END COMPONENT
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Sign Criteria in Thermal LibrarySign Criteria in Thermal Library
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PORT Declarations PORT Declarations -- SUMSUM & & EQUALEQUAL

Rule for the port variable prefixed SUM with multiple connections:

+GL_1.tp_out.q +GL_2.tp_out.q –GL_3.tp_in.q -Dnode_1.tp_in.q = 0

Rule for the EQUAL prefix:
GL_1.tp_out.T  = GL_2.tp_out.T = GL_3.tp_in.T  = Dnode_1.tp_in.T

GL_1

GL_2

GL_3(OUT)

(OUT)

(IN)

(IN)

GL_1.tp_out.q

GL_2.tp_out.q

GL_3.tp_in.q

DNode_1.tp_in.q

DNode_1

IN & OUT prefixes in the ports 
provide the sign of the port 
variables of type prefixe SUM
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Diffusive Node with T dependant capacityDiffusive Node with T dependant capacity

•• Create a new file and define a new component, named Create a new file and define a new component, named 
DnodeTDnodeT, representing a diffusive thermal node with , representing a diffusive thermal node with 
temperature dependant capacity, based on the abstract temperature dependant capacity, based on the abstract 
component component NodeNode implementing  the following equations implementing  the following equations 
(where a, b, c are data):(where a, b, c are data):

––

2TcTbaC 

Tip: You can copy the DNode and modify it. Now C is not a 
datum, it is a variable
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Diffusive Node with T dependant capacityDiffusive Node with T dependant capacity

•• Save the file in Library Save the file in Library COURSE_THERMALCOURSE_THERMAL and compile and compile 
it, then select the Library folder in the Library Window, it, then select the Library folder in the Library Window, 
and look at the tree.and look at the tree.

•• Recompile the file Recompile the file Thermal.elThermal.el and see what happens with and see what happens with 
the component the component DnodeTDnodeT in the Library Windowin the Library Window

•• Update the diffusive thermal node Update the diffusive thermal node DnodeTDnodeT component by component by 
hand hand 
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WaveFormsWaveForms or or ForcingForcing FunctionsFunctions

square(TIME, REAL period)
step(TIME, REAL Tstart)
pulse(TIME, REAL period, REAL width)
ramp(TIME, REAL period)
timeTableInterp(TIME, TABLE_1D table)
timeTableStep(TIME, TABLE_1D table)
periodTimeTableInterp(TIME, TABLE_1D table)
periodTimeTableStep(TIME, TABLE_1D table, REAL period)

Also accepted e.g.:
timeTableInterp(TIME-100, TABLE_1D table)

••Purpose: Purpose: Define typical Define typical boundary conditionsboundary conditions and and 
waveformswaveforms
••Specific Features: Specific Features: 
–– Automatic generation of  discontinuitiesAutomatic generation of  discontinuities
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B1

GR3

GL2

GL3

GL1

GR2

GR1

D3D3

D2

D1

Space

cond=2.6

cond=2.6

cond=2.6

C=1000

T=- 180

T=20

REF=0.05

REF=0.05

REF=0.05

GL4
cond=2.6

GL6
cond=2.6

GL5
cond=2.6

Exercise 2 Exercise 2 -- Boundary Conditions   (I)Boundary Conditions   (I)

•• Open the file Open the file 
Thermal_Network2.edsThermal_Network2.eds in in 
Library Library COURSE_EXAMPLESCOURSE_EXAMPLES, that , that 
represents the following modelrepresents the following model

•• Generate model (default Generate model (default 
partition)partition)

•• Edit the partition to see the Edit the partition to see the 
boundaries, mathematical boundaries, mathematical 
order, etc. Modify it to get the order, etc. Modify it to get the 
following boundary conditions:following boundary conditions:

GL4.tp_in.T GL4.tp_in.T 
GL5.tp_in.TGL5.tp_in.T

GL6.tp_in.qGL6.tp_in.q

•• Generate an experimentGenerate an experiment
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Exercise 2Exercise 2-- Boundary Conditions  (II)Boundary Conditions  (II)

•• Define the following boundary conditions in the experiment:Define the following boundary conditions in the experiment:

DECLS

TABLE_1D q_vs_time = \

{{ 0., 1000.,  2000., 3000., 4000., 5000.},

{40.,   80.,    90.,   96.,   94.,   60.}}

INIT -- set initial values for variables

-- Dynamic variables

...

BOUNDS -- set expressions for boundary : v = f(t,...)

GL4.tp_in.T = 20 + 30 * step(TIME, 100)

GL5.tp_in.T = 20 + 10 * pulse(TIME, 1000, 250)

GL6.tp_in.q = timeTableInterp(TIME, q_vs_time)

DECLSDECLS

TABLE_1D TABLE_1D q_vs_timeq_vs_time = = \\

{{ 0., 1000.,  2000., 3000., 4000., 5000.},{{ 0., 1000.,  2000., 3000., 4000., 5000.},

{40.,   80.,    90.,   96.,   94.,   60.}}{40.,   80.,    90.,   96.,   94.,   60.}}

INITINIT ---- set initial values for variablesset initial values for variables

---- Dynamic variablesDynamic variables

......

BOUNDS BOUNDS ---- set expressions for boundary : v = set expressions for boundary : v = f(tf(t,...),...)

GL4.tp_in.T = 20 + 30 * GL4.tp_in.T = 20 + 30 * step(TIMEstep(TIME, 100), 100)

GL5.tp_in.T = 20 + 10 * GL5.tp_in.T = 20 + 10 * pulse(TIMEpulse(TIME, 1000, 250), 1000, 250)

GL6.tp_in.q = GL6.tp_in.q = timeTableInterp(TIMEtimeTableInterp(TIME, , q_vs_timeq_vs_time))

••Execute the experiment from 0 to 10000 s, and plot the Execute the experiment from 0 to 10000 s, and plot the 
temperatures in the nodes and the boundary conditionstemperatures in the nodes and the boundary conditions
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Exercise 2 Exercise 2 -- Table 1D DetailTable 1D Detail

q_vs_time

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

TIME (s)

Q
 (

W
)

TABLE_1D TABLE_1D q_vs_timeq_vs_time = = \\

{{ 0., 1000.,  2000., 3000., 4000., 5000.},{{ 0., 1000.,  2000., 3000., 4000., 5000.},

{40.,   80.,    90.,   96.,   94.,   60.}}{40.,   80.,    90.,   96.,   94.,   60.}}
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Exercise 2 (III)Exercise 2 (III)

•• Modify the previous experiment to test the following waveforms,Modify the previous experiment to test the following waveforms,
and setting and setting TSTOP TSTOP = 20000

square(TIME, 500)

ramp(TIME-1, 3)

timeTableStep(TIME, q_vs_time)

periodTimeTableInterp(TIME, q_vs_time, 5000.)

periodTimeTableStep(TIME, q_vs_time, 5000.)

squaresquare(TIME, 500)

rampramp(TIME-1, 3)

timeTableSteptimeTableStep(TIME, q_vs_time)

periodTimeTableInterpperiodTimeTableInterp(TIME, q_vs_time, 5000.)

periodTimeTableStepperiodTimeTableStep(TIME, q_vs_time, 5000.)
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Design PartitionsDesign Partitions

For Advanced users:For Advanced users:

•• A data is a value that it is known and it remains constant A data is a value that it is known and it remains constant 
during the integration. The design partition enables to convert during the integration. The design partition enables to convert 
a data into an unknown.a data into an unknown.

•• Reasons for converting data into unknownsReasons for converting data into unknowns

1) Design Problems1) Design Problems

–– Sometimes, there are problems where the unknown is the Sometimes, there are problems where the unknown is the 
value of a datum in order to obtain a given performance.value of a datum in order to obtain a given performance.

2) Data is not constant2) Data is not constant

–– Sometimes, the user wants to change the value of a datum Sometimes, the user wants to change the value of a datum 
as a function of time. For example, the diameter of a pipe is as a function of time. For example, the diameter of a pipe is 
a value that it is typically constant, but the user might want ta value that it is typically constant, but the user might want to o 
simulate the diameter decrease that occurs as a simulate the diameter decrease that occurs as a 
consequence of fouling or depositions inside.consequence of fouling or depositions inside.
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Exercise 3 (I)Exercise 3 (I)

N0 N1 N2 N3 N4GL1 GL2 GL3 GL4

To=20
C=50 T=20

cond=30 cond=10

To=20
C =80

cond=20 cond=40

To=20
C=100

q_heater

q_heater a pulse at time 2 seconds with total energy 50000 W and 
lasting 1e-6 seconds

K500     
K W / 100

 W50000
T 
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Exercise 3 Exercise 3 (II)(II)

•• Open and compile the model Open and compile the model ThermalNetwork3.eds that that 

represents the previous Thermal Networkrepresents the previous Thermal Network

•• Go under Code view. Define a design partition and enable Go under Code view. Define a design partition and enable N2.qi to to 

be a variable, and then select it as boundary conditionbe a variable, and then select it as boundary condition

•• Generate a new Experiment and define the following value for theGenerate a new Experiment and define the following value for the
Boundary ConditionBoundary Condition

•• Note that executing an experiment can be done in several viewsNote that executing an experiment can be done in several views

N2.qi = 5e4 * pulse(TIME-2, 1.e20, 1e-6) –-very long period! 1µs pulse

• Execute the experiment and plot N0.T, N1.T, N2.T, N3.T, N4.T & 
N2.qi
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Exercise 4 (I)Exercise 4 (I)

•• Open file Open file ThermalNetwork4.edsThermalNetwork4.eds in in COURSE_EXAMPLESCOURSE_EXAMPLES

•• Make a model with the default partitionMake a model with the default partition

•• Simulate it with Simulate it with TSTOP=1000 TSTOP=1000 & & CINT=10CINT=10

•• Look at the Math Model (Partition   >  Mathematical View)Look at the Math Model (Partition   >  Mathematical View)

N0

GL1

GL2

GL3

GL4

N1

GL5

GL6

GL7

N2

GR1
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Exercise 4 (II)Exercise 4 (II)

•• Modify Modify ThermalNetwork4 ThermalNetwork4 model to avoid the algebraic loop model to avoid the algebraic loop 
adding a diffusive node with small capacitance (adding a diffusive node with small capacitance (C = 1eC = 1e--6 W/K6 W/K))

•• Rename the model, e.g. Rename the model, e.g. ThermalNetwork4_NALThermalNetwork4_NAL

•• Make a partition and Look at the Mathematical ViewMake a partition and Look at the Mathematical View

•• Simulate it with Simulate it with TSTOP=1000 TSTOP=1000 & & CINT=10CINT=10

•• Compare the results with those of Compare the results with those of ThermalNetwork4ThermalNetwork4

N0

GL1

GL2

GL3

GL4

N1

GL5

GL6

GL7

N2

GR1
DN_small
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DISCONTINUITIESDISCONTINUITIES
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DiscontinuitiesDiscontinuities
•• There are four ways of defining discontinuities in the There are four ways of defining discontinuities in the 

behaviour of a model.behaviour of a model.

–– DiscreteDiscrete part: part: WHENWHEN Statement, Statement, AFTER AFTER SuffixSuffix

•• To define an action that it is executed when an event occurs To define an action that it is executed when an event occurs 
or at a given time (e.g. replacement Valve = ON) or at a given time (e.g. replacement Valve = ON) 

•• Time delayed Event or Assignation after the current local time Time delayed Event or Assignation after the current local time 
e.g. x=5 e.g. x=5 AFTER AFTER 0.3 0.3 ----secondsseconds

–– ContinuousContinuous part:part: ZONEZONE Statement       Statement       

•• It defines alternative equationsIt defines alternative equations

•• This can increase the complexity of the model: sometime it is beThis can increase the complexity of the model: sometime it is better tter 
to manage those conditions into specific functionsto manage those conditions into specific functions……

–– Waveform FunctionsWaveform Functions
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WHEN StatementWHEN Statement

COMPONENT COMPONENT WhenExampleWhenExample
DATA DATA 

REAL REAL TminTmin = 20= 20
REAL REAL TmaxTmax = 50.= 50.

DECLSDECLS
REAL REAL HeaterPowerHeaterPower
REAL T = 10. REAL T = 10. –- T Temperature

DISCRETEDISCRETE
WHEN (T < WHEN (T < TminTmin) THEN) THEN

HeaterPowerHeaterPower = 50.  = 50.  
END WHENEND WHEN
WHEN (T > WHEN (T > TmaxTmax) THEN) THEN

HeaterPowerHeaterPower = 0.  = 0.  
END WHENEND WHEN

CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS
T' = 0.1 * (T' = 0.1 * (HeaterPowerHeaterPower -- 10) 10) –- Here a differential equation

-- T’ is used for dT/dTIME

END COMPONENTEND COMPONENT
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Delayed AssignationDelayed Assignation

COMPONENT COMPONENT WhenExampleWhenExample
DATA DATA 

REAL REAL TminTmin = 20= 20
REAL REAL TmaxTmax = 50.= 50.

DECLSDECLS
DISCR REAL DISCR REAL HeaterPowerHeaterPower
REAL T = 10. REAL T = 10. –- T Temperature

DISCRETEDISCRETE
WHEN (T < WHEN (T < TminTmin) THEN) THEN

HeaterPowerHeaterPower = 50. = 50. AFTER 5AFTER 5
END WHENEND WHEN
WHEN (T > WHEN (T > TmaxTmax) THEN) THEN

HeaterPowerHeaterPower = 0.  = 0.  AFTER 2AFTER 2
END WHENEND WHEN

CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS
T' = 0.1 * (T' = 0.1 * (HeaterPowerHeaterPower -- 10) 10) -- T’ = dT/dTIME

END COMPONENTEND COMPONENT
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Bouncing Ball ProblemBouncing Ball Problem

COMPONENT COMPONENT BouncingBallBouncingBall

DATADATA

REAL g = 9.806REAL g = 9.806

REAL k = 0.8 REAL k = 0.8 ----two dashes begin a commenttwo dashes begin a comment

DECLSDECLS

REAL yREAL y

DISCRETEDISCRETE

WHEN (y < 0) THENWHEN (y < 0) THEN

y' = y' = -- k * y'k * y'

END WHENEND WHEN

CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

y'' = y'' = --gg –- Here a second order differential equation

END COMPONENTEND COMPONENT
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ASSERT StatementASSERT Statement

COMPONENT COMPONENT BouncingBallBouncingBall
DATADATA

REAL g = 9.806REAL g = 9.806
REAL k = 0.8REAL k = 0.8

DECLSDECLS
REAL yREAL y

DISCRETEDISCRETE
WHEN (y < 0) THENWHEN (y < 0) THEN

y' = y' = -- k * y'k * y'
END WHENEND WHEN
ASSERT (y > ASSERT (y > --1e1e--3) 3) 

FATAL "Ball going below floor"FATAL "Ball going below floor"
CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

y'' = y'' = --g   g   -- y’’ is used for d²y/dTIME²

END COMPONENTEND COMPONENT

The purpose of the ASSERT statement is to check the 
validity of the math model
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ZONE Statement ZONE Statement 

--Limitation of  a variable
COMPONENT Limits_0

DECLS
REAL x
REAL xmax
REAL xmin
REAL y

CONTINUOUS
xmax = 0.5 + 0.2 * sin(TIME)
xmin = -0.5 - 0.2 * sin(2 * TIME)   
x = sin(3*TIME)
y  = ZONE (x > xmax ) xmax

ZONE (x < xmin ) xmin
OTHERS   x

END COMPONENT

----Limitation of  a variableLimitation of  a variable
COMPONENT Limits_0COMPONENT Limits_0

DECLSDECLS
REAL xREAL x
REAL REAL xmaxxmax
REAL REAL xminxmin
REAL yREAL y

CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS
xmaxxmax = 0.5 + 0.2 * = 0.5 + 0.2 * sin(TIMEsin(TIME))
xminxmin = = --0.5 0.5 -- 0.2 * sin(2 * TIME)   0.2 * sin(2 * TIME)   
x = sin(3*TIME)x = sin(3*TIME)
y  = ZONE (x > y  = ZONE (x > xmaxxmax ) ) xmaxxmax

ZONE (x < ZONE (x < xminxmin ) ) xminxmin
OTHERS   xOTHERS   x

END COMPONENTEND COMPONENT
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11--D or MultiD or Multi--Dimensions Dimensions 
discretisationdiscretisation

HANDLING ARRAYS HANDLING ARRAYS 
into into 

COMPONENTSCOMPONENTS
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Handling Arrays Handling Arrays -- EXPAND & SUMEXPAND & SUM

••EXPANDEXPAND
It generates multiple equations with an array index changing in a given 
range. For example,  

EXPAND (j IN 2,4) T[j] = alpha[j-1] **2
generates the three following equations

T[2] = alpha[1]**2

T[3] = alpha[2]**2 

T[4] = alpha[3]**2

••SUMSUM
It generates a summation of elements in a given range. For example

v = SUM (k iN 2,4; x[k] * alpha[2*k])
generates the following equation:

v = x[2]*alpha[4] + x[3]*alpha[6] + x[4]*alpha[8]

Note: SUM can be also used in Experiments.
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Handling ARRAYS Handling ARRAYS -- Example: Thermal Wall (I)Example: Thermal Wall (I)
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Method of Lines 

•To discretise the space domain

•To substitute the partial space 
derivatives by finite differences

•To substitute the partial 
derivatives with respect time by 
total derivatives
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COMPONENT Wall (INTEGER nodes=10) –-nodes shall be >=2
PORTS

IN  Thermal tp_in
OUT Thermal tp_out

DATA
REAL A    = 1.      “Area (m^2)”
REAL e    = 0.1     “Thickness (m)”
REAL cond = 10.     “Thermal conductivity      
REAL rho = 1000.   “Density (kg/m^3)”
REAL cp   = 2000.   “Specific Heat (J/kg C)”

DECLS 
REAL alpha 
REAL dx --Node thickness
REAL T[nodes]        --Temperatures

TOPOLOGY
PATH tp_in TO tp_out
--…/…

Handling ARRAYS Handling ARRAYS -- Example: Thermal Wall (II)Example: Thermal Wall (II)

Here example of a construction 
parameter: nodes
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CONTINUOUS

dx = e / (nodes - 1) –-nodes shall be >=2 else error here!

alpha = cond / (rho * cp)

EXPAND (i IN 2, nodes-1)

T[i]' = alpha * (T[i-1] - 2*T[i] + T[i+1]) / dx**2

tp_in.q = A * cond * (T[1] - T[2]) /  dx

tp_out.q = A * cond * (T[nodes-1] - T[nodes]) / dx

tp_in.T = T[1]

tp_out.T = T[nodes]

END COMPONENT

Handling ARRAYS Handling ARRAYS -- Example: Thermal Wall (III)Example: Thermal Wall (III)
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Handling ARRAYS Handling ARRAYS -- Wall Simulation     (I)Wall Simulation     (I)

•• Open file Open file Wall.elWall.el and in Library and in Library COURSE_THERMALCOURSE_THERMAL

•• Compile file Compile file Wall.elWall.el

•• Simulate the thermal wall component with (choose the appropriateSimulate the thermal wall component with (choose the appropriate
partition for it):partition for it):

–– Boundary conditionsBoundary conditions

tp_in.Ttp_in.T = 100= 100
tp_out.qtp_out.q = 0= 0

–– Initial Conditions (all nodes at 20 C)Initial Conditions (all nodes at 20 C)
T[1] = 20T[1] = 20
T[2] = 20T[2] = 20
T[3] = 20T[3] = 20
……

•• Find a suitable value for TSTOP (just enough to reach steady Find a suitable value for TSTOP (just enough to reach steady 
state) and a suitable value for the communication intervalstate) and a suitable value for the communication interval
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Handling ARRAYS Handling ARRAYS -- Wall Simulation     (II)Wall Simulation     (II)

DATADATA
......
REAL To   = 20.     REAL To   = 20.     ----Initial TemperatureInitial Temperature

DECLS DECLS 
REAL alpha REAL alpha 
REAL REAL dxdx ----Node thicknessNode thickness
REAL T[nodes]        REAL T[nodes]        ----TemperaturesTemperatures

TOPOLOGYTOPOLOGY
PATH PATH tp_intp_in TO TO tp_outtp_out

INITINIT
FOR (i IN 2, nodesFOR (i IN 2, nodes--1)1)

T[i] = ToT[i] = To
END FOREND FOR

CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

• Introduce the following modifications in the wall 
component to facilitate the initialisation of  temperatures

Note: The initialisation made in the INIT block of the 
component overrides the initialisation made in the INIT 
block of the experiment
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Model of a Wall with 3 layers (I)Model of a Wall with 3 layers (I)

Based on the wall model, a model of wall with three different 
layers can be built (file  Wall_3.el in COURSE_EXAMPLES)

USE COURSE_THERMAL
COMPONENT Wall_3

TOPOLOGY
Wall (nodes=3) layer1 (cond = 0.1, e=0.005)
Wall (nodes=5) layer2 (cond = 5, e= 0.098)
Wall (nodes=3) layer3 (cond = 0.1, e= 0.005)
CONNECT layer1 TO layer2 TO layer3

END COMPONENT

Notes: Wall (nodes=3) layer3 (cond = 0.1, e= 0.005)

Construction Parameters like the number of nodes are assigned 
values just after the name of the component type (here Wall )

While the Data are assigned after name of the component name 
(here layer3 )
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Model of a Wall with 3 layers (II)Model of a Wall with 3 layers (II)

0.098

0.05 0.05

Wall

1 2 n..

Wall

1 2 n..

Wall

1 2 n..

layer1 layer3layer2
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HANDLINGHANDLING ARRAYS into ARRAYS into 

COMPONENTSCOMPONENTS

Option 1Option 1--ARRAYS OF COMPONENTS ANDARRAYS OF COMPONENTS AND
ARRAYS OF CONNECTIONSARRAYS OF CONNECTIONS
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Arrays of componentsArrays of components

•• The EcosimPro language enables to define arrays The EcosimPro language enables to define arrays 
of components having equal data of components having equal data 

COURSE_THERMAL.DNodeCOURSE_THERMAL.DNode D[nodes] (C = 100)D[nodes] (C = 100)

•• The language also enables to expand connect The language also enables to expand connect 
statements between individual components of an statements between individual components of an 
arrayarray

EXPAND_BLOCK (i IN 1, nodesEXPAND_BLOCK (i IN 1, nodes--1)1)

CONNECT CONNECT D[i].tp_inD[i].tp_in TO TO GL[i].tp_inGL[i].tp_in
CONNECT  CONNECT  GL[i].tp_outGL[i].tp_out TO D[i+1].tp_inTO D[i+1].tp_in

END EXPAND_BLOCKEND EXPAND_BLOCK
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Alternative coding of Wall Example (I)Alternative coding of Wall Example (I)
COMPONENT COMPONENT Wall_MCWall_MC (INTEGER nodes=8)(INTEGER nodes=8)

PORTSPORTS
IN Thermal IN Thermal tp_intp_in
OUT Thermal OUT Thermal tp_outtp_out

DATA DATA 
REAL A    = 1.      "Area (m^2)"REAL A    = 1.      "Area (m^2)"
REAL e    = 0.1     "Thickness (m)"REAL e    = 0.1     "Thickness (m)"
REAL REAL condcond = 10.     "Thermal conductivity (W/m = 10.     "Thermal conductivity (W/m ººC)"  C)"  
REAL REAL rhorho = 1000.   "Density (kg/m^3)"= 1000.   "Density (kg/m^3)"
REAL cp   = 2000.   "Specific Heat (J/kg REAL cp   = 2000.   "Specific Heat (J/kg ººC)"C)"

TOPOLOGYTOPOLOGY
COURSE_THERMAL.DNodeCOURSE_THERMAL.DNode D[nodesD[nodes] (C = ] (C = rhorho*cp*A*e / nodes)*cp*A*e / nodes)
COURSE_THERMAL.GL GL[nodesCOURSE_THERMAL.GL GL[nodes--1] (1] (condcond==condcond*A/ (e/nodes))*A/ (e/nodes))
COURSE_THERMAL.GL COURSE_THERMAL.GL GL_in(condGL_in(cond = 2*= 2*condcond*A / (e/nodes))*A / (e/nodes))
COURSE_THERMAL.GL COURSE_THERMAL.GL GL_out(condGL_out(cond = 2*= 2*condcond*A / (e/nodes))*A / (e/nodes))
EXPAND_BLOCK (i IN 1, nodesEXPAND_BLOCK (i IN 1, nodes--1)1)

CONNECT CONNECT D[i].tp_inD[i].tp_in TO TO GL[i].tp_inGL[i].tp_in
CONNECT  CONNECT  GL[i].tp_outGL[i].tp_out TO D[i+1].tp_inTO D[i+1].tp_in

END EXPAND_BLOCKEND EXPAND_BLOCK
CONNECT CONNECT GL_in.tp_outGL_in.tp_out TO D[1].tp_in TO D[1].tp_in 
CONNECT CONNECT D[nodes].tp_inD[nodes].tp_in TO TO GL_out.tp_inGL_out.tp_in
----External connectionsExternal connections
CONNECT CONNECT tp_intp_in TO TO GL_in.tp_inGL_in.tp_in
CONNECT CONNECT GL_out.tp_outGL_out.tp_out TO TO tp_outtp_out

END COMPONENT       END COMPONENT       
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Port ArraysPort Arrays

•• Definition of a component to represent a fin based on Definition of a component to represent a fin based on 

the wall componentthe wall component

•• 1 2 3 ntp_in

tp_lat[1] tp_lat[2] tp_lat[n]tp_lat[3]

tp_out
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Option 2Option 2--HANDLING ARRAYS HANDLING ARRAYS 

into COMPONENTSinto COMPONENTS

VECTORIZED PORTS FOR HEAT TRANSFERVECTORIZED PORTS FOR HEAT TRANSFER

 solution forsolution for 11--D or MultiD or Multi--Dimensions Dimensions 
discretisationdiscretisation
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Array Type Variables in PortsArray Type Variables in Ports

•• Definition of a component to represent a fin based on the Definition of a component to represent a fin based on the 

wall component using a wall component using a port with array type variablesport with array type variables

1 2 3 ntp_in

tp_lat

tp_out

PORT Thermal (INTEGER nodes = 1 "Number of nodes in array (-)")

SUM   REAL q[nodes] "Heat Flux (W)"

EQUAL REAL T[nodes] "Temperature (C)"

END PORT
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Thermal Library 2 (I)Thermal Library 2 (I)

•• The differences between the two versions of the The differences between the two versions of the 
thermal network libraries (COURSE_THERMAL and thermal network libraries (COURSE_THERMAL and 
COURSE_THERMAL2) are the following:COURSE_THERMAL2) are the following:

–– The port of the library COURSE_THERMAL2 is an The port of the library COURSE_THERMAL2 is an array array 
of temperatures and heat fluxesof temperatures and heat fluxes

–– The library COURSE_THERMAL2 is supported by the The library COURSE_THERMAL2 is supported by the 
EcosimPro graphical toolEcosimPro graphical tool

–– The The GLsGLs and and GRsGRs are arrays of conductors of the same are arrays of conductors of the same 
characteristicscharacteristics
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Thermal Library 2 (II)Thermal Library 2 (II)

CONST REAL STEFAN = 5.6696e-8 "Stefan constant    (W/m^2 K^4)"
CONST REAL TZERO  = 273.15    "Shift of Centigrade zero (°C)"

PORT Thermal (INTEGER nodes = 1 "Number of nodes in array (-)" )
SUM   REAL q[nodes] "Heat Flux (W)"
EQUAL REAL T[nodes] "Temperature (°C)"

END PORT
ABSTRACT COMPONENT Node 

(
INTEGER N = 1    "Dimension of thermal port (-)"
)
PORTS

IN Thermal (nodes = N) tp_in
DATA

REAL qi = 0.  "impressed heat (W)"
DECLS

REAL q_total
CONTINUOUS

q_total = qi + SUM(i IN 1,N; tp_in.q[i])
END COMPONENT
COMPONENT DNode IS_A Node

DATA
REAL C = 1   "Thermal capacity (J / kg °C)"

DECLS
REAL T  = 20 "Node temperature (°C)"

CONTINUOUS
C * T'  = q_total
EXPAND (i IN 1,N)

tp_in.T[i] = T
END COMPONENT
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Thermal Library 2 (III)Thermal Library 2 (III)

COMPONENT BNode IS_A Node  --
Boundary Node
DATA

REAL T
CONTINUOUS

EXPAND (i IN 1,N)
tp_in.T[i] = T

END COMPONENT

ABSTRACT COMPONENT Conductor
(
INTEGER N = 1          "Dimension 
of thermal port (-)"
)
PORTS
IN Thermal (nodes = N) tp_in
OUT Thermal (nodes = N) tp_out
CONTINUOUS

tp_in.q = tp_out.q
END COMPONENT

COMPONENT GL IS_A Conductor  --Linear 
conductor

DATA 
REAL cond "Conductance (W/°C)"

CONTINUOUS
EXPAND(i IN 1, N)
tp_in.q[i] = cond / N * (tp_in.T -
tp_out.T)

END COMPONENT

COMPONENT GR IS_A Conductor
DATA

REAL REF = 0.  "REF (m^2)"
CONTINUOUS
EXPAND (i IN 1,N)
tp_in.q[i] = STEFAN *  REF / N *  \
((tp_in.T[i] + TZERO)**4 - (tp_out.T[i] + 
TZERO)**4)

END COMPONENT
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COMPONENT Wall_fin (INTEGER n=10 "Internal number of nodes")
PORTS

IN  Thermal tp_in
OUT Thermal tp_out
OUT Thermal (nodes = n) tp_lat –- Array in the port

DATA
REAL A    = 0.01 "Area (m^2)"
REAL e    = 0.1 "Thickness (m)"
REAL cond = 10. "Thermal conductivity (W/ºC)"
REAL rho = 1000. "Density (kg/m^3)"
REAL cp   = 2000. "Specific Heat (J/kg ºC)"

DECLS 
REAL dx "Distance between nodes (m)"
REAL T[n] "Internal temperatures (ºC)"
REAL q[n+1]      "Heat flows between nodes (W)"
-- …/…

Handling ARRAYS Handling ARRAYS -- Example: Fin Wall (I)Example: Fin Wall (I)
Variable Arrays in PortsVariable Arrays in Ports
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CONTINUOUS        
dx = e / n

EXPAND (i IN 1, n)
A * dx * rho * cp  * T[i]' = q[i] - q[i+1] - tp_lat.q[i]

EXPAND (i IN 2, n)
q[i] = A * cond / dx * (T[i-1] - T[i])

q[1]       = A * cond / (dx/2.) * (tp_in.T[1] - T[1])
q[n+1] = A * cond / (dx/2.) * (T[n] - tp_out.T[1])

tp_in.q[1] = q[1]
tp_out.q[1] = q[n+1]

EXPAND(i IN 1, n)
tp_lat.T[i] = T[i]

END COMPONENT

Handling ARRAYS Handling ARRAYS -- Example: Fin Wall (II)Example: Fin Wall (II)
Variable Arrays in PortsVariable Arrays in Ports
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Array of ports Array of ports –– ArraysArrays’’ Variables in PortsVariables in Ports

•• The The arrays of portsarrays of ports has the has the 
drawbackdrawback of not being supported by of not being supported by 
the graphical tool Schematic. the graphical tool Schematic. The The 
number of ports number of ports being not definedbeing not defined when when 
the user tries to create the symbol.the user tries to create the symbol.

•• Using Using arrays of variables arrays of variables in the in the 
vectorizedvectorized ports avoids this problem ports avoids this problem 
and the user can create the symbol.and the user can create the symbol.

Fin

gl

Ambient
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MATHEMATICAL PROCESSMATHEMATICAL PROCESS
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Mathematical Processing (I)Mathematical Processing (I)

•• Steps:Steps:

1.1. Check for High Index Problems (Check for High Index Problems (number of dynamic number of dynamic 

variables greater than degrees of freedom)variables greater than degrees of freedom)

2.2. Check for Boundary ConditionsCheck for Boundary Conditions

3.3. Tear Algebraic LoopsTear Algebraic Loops

4.4. Generate DAE function in a C++ programGenerate DAE function in a C++ program

5.5. Solve Solve DAEsDAEs using DASSL or DASSL sparseusing DASSL or DASSL sparse
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Mathematical Processing (II)Mathematical Processing (II)

•• High Index ProblemsHigh Index Problems

–– It occurs when the math equations have links It occurs when the math equations have links 
between the state variables (their derivatives between the state variables (their derivatives 
appear in the formulation)appear in the formulation)

–– The most efficient solution of a high index The most efficient solution of a high index 
problem is obtained by symbolic differentiation of problem is obtained by symbolic differentiation of 
the equationsthe equations

–– PantelidesPantelides algorithm is applied to reduce the high algorithm is applied to reduce the high 
index of the problemindex of the problem
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Mathematical Processing (III)Mathematical Processing (III)

•• Algebraic LoopsAlgebraic Loops

–– There are two cases:There are two cases:

•• Case 1 Case 1 

–– All the equations of the block are linear  with respect to All the equations of the block are linear  with respect to 
the block variables, then a solver for linear equations will the block variables, then a solver for linear equations will 
be used, and problem will be hidden to the user be used, and problem will be hidden to the user 

•• Case 2Case 2

–– Some of the equations are not linear, then the algebraic Some of the equations are not linear, then the algebraic 
loops have to be torn off, and a nonloops have to be torn off, and a non--linear equation linear linear equation linear 
solver will be  used (solver will be  used (Equation TearingEquation Tearing))

–– There are no algorithms for finding an optimum tearing There are no algorithms for finding an optimum tearing 
because the Tearing algorithms is based on heuristic rulesbecause the Tearing algorithms is based on heuristic rules

–– The knowledge of the model topology and the knowledge The knowledge of the model topology and the knowledge 
of the structure equation helps to understand how to of the structure equation helps to understand how to 
break the loopsbreak the loops
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USING ECOSIM MODELS USING ECOSIM MODELS 
FROM OTHER TOOLSFROM OTHER TOOLS
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Connection to the External WorldConnection to the External World

•• EcosimPro generates C++ class with the final simulation EcosimPro generates C++ class with the final simulation 
code. This class can be used to include the model in other code. This class can be used to include the model in other 
programsprograms

•• Executables of EcosimPro Models are also Active X servers. Executables of EcosimPro Models are also Active X servers. 
This enables to build experiments directly in Visual BasicThis enables to build experiments directly in Visual Basic

•• An Excel AddAn Excel Add--in is provided for easy connection to in is provided for easy connection to 
EcosimPro models from ExcelEcosimPro models from Excel

•• It is possible to call Fortran, C and C++ functions from the It is possible to call Fortran, C and C++ functions from the 
equations (For example: property routines for H2)equations (For example: property routines for H2)
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EcosimEcosim model from C++model from C++

•• EcosimPro automatically generates two C++ EcosimPro automatically generates two C++ 
classes:classes:

–– A class that embraces the partitionA class that embraces the partition

•• Header file: COMPONENT.PARTITION.hHeader file: COMPONENT.PARTITION.h

•• Implementation file: Implementation file: COMPONENT.PARTITION.cppCOMPONENT.PARTITION.cpp

–– A class that embraces the experimentA class that embraces the experiment

•• Header file: COMPONENT.PARTITION.EXPERIMENT.hHeader file: COMPONENT.PARTITION.EXPERIMENT.h

•• Implementation file: Implementation file: 
COMPONENT.PARTITION.EXPERIMENT.cppCOMPONENT.PARTITION.EXPERIMENT.cpp
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EcosimPro
Tool

ANSI C++ generation

Reuse the code 
in other projects

Users of 
EcosimPro

System 
programmers

Any model is 
converted to a 
C++ class 
automatically

No run-time 
license is 
needed

Example of calling a Example of calling a 
EcosimEcosim model from C++model from C++
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EcosimEcosim model from C++model from C++

•• Steps to be followed:Steps to be followed:
–– Create an empty Create an empty Win32 Console ApplicationWin32 Console Application projectproject

–– Add the following libraries to the project:Add the following libraries to the project:
•• INTEG_DEBUG_MT.LIBINTEG_DEBUG_MT.LIB (DEBUG mode) or (DEBUG mode) or DEBUG_MT.LIBDEBUG_MT.LIB (RELEASE (RELEASE 

mode)mode)

•• DFORMD.LIBDFORMD.LIB

•• DFCONSOL.LIBDFCONSOL.LIB

–– Copy and Paste the header and the implementation files of the Copy and Paste the header and the implementation files of the 
partition and the experiments in the project folderpartition and the experiments in the project folder

–– Add the external libraries to the projectAdd the external libraries to the project

–– To put visible two files generated by EcosimPro apart from the To put visible two files generated by EcosimPro apart from the 
header and implementation files:header and implementation files:

•• A file with symbols table. It is labelled as .txtA file with symbols table. It is labelled as .txt
COMPONENT.PARTITION.txtCOMPONENT.PARTITION.txt

•• A file with the A file with the JacobianJacobian sparsitysparsity. It is labelled as .spa. It is labelled as .spa
COMPONENT.PARTITION.spaCOMPONENT.PARTITION.spa

m_sparseFileNamem_sparseFileName = "= "USER_LIBSUSER_LIBS\\\\DEFAULT_LIBDEFAULT_LIB\\\\EXPERIMENTSEXPERIMENTS\\\\equation.defaultequation.default\\\\equation.default.spaequation.default.spa";";
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EcosimEcosim model from C++model from C++

–– Change the following project settings in C/C++ tabChange the following project settings in C/C++ tab

•• Precompiled Headers Precompiled Headers --> > Not using Precompiled headersNot using Precompiled headers

•• Code Generation Code Generation --> Use run> Use run--time library time library --> > Debug Debug 
Multithreaded DLLMultithreaded DLL

•• PrePre--processor processor --> Additional include directories > Additional include directories --> > 
C:C:\\EcosimProEcosimPro\\include, .include, .
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EcosimEcosim model from C++model from C++
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Excel InterfaceExcel Interface

•• There are two options to run an EcosimPro model There are two options to run an EcosimPro model 
from Excel:from Excel:

–– Interface with Microsoft Excel using VB functionsInterface with Microsoft Excel using VB functions

–– Interface with Microsoft Excel using EcosimPro Interface with Microsoft Excel using EcosimPro 
ToolbarToolbar
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Excel Interface using VB functionsExcel Interface using VB functions

•• EcosimPro has an interface based on small EcosimPro has an interface based on small 
number of VB functionsnumber of VB functions

•• There is an Active X  that provides the There is an Active X  that provides the 
programmer with a series of object and their programmer with a series of object and their 
associated methods.associated methods.

•• Because it is an Active X, a user interface can be Because it is an Active X, a user interface can be 
created from  any program or language to access created from  any program or language to access 
ActiveX objects such as ActiveX objects such as VisualBasicVisualBasic, , VisualCVisualC++, ++, 
Delphi or Microsoft Office (Excel, Access).Delphi or Microsoft Office (Excel, Access).
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Excel Interface using VB functionsExcel Interface using VB functions

•• Experiments generated by EcosimPro can be used easily in Experiments generated by EcosimPro can be used easily in 
Excel or Visual Basic. For this purpose there is an interface Excel or Visual Basic. For this purpose there is an interface 
based on a small number of VB functions.based on a small number of VB functions.

•• The Excel spreadsheet can be independent of EcosimPro, The Excel spreadsheet can be independent of EcosimPro, 
i.e. i.e. it is not necessary to install EcosimPro to run it is not necessary to install EcosimPro to run 
the experiments, although in this case a minimum the experiments, although in this case a minimum 
installation called installation called EcoViewerEcoViewer would be requiredwould be required..

•• EcoViewer.dllEcoViewer.dll is a DLL ActiveX that provides the is a DLL ActiveX that provides the 
programmer with a series of objects together with their programmer with a series of objects together with their 
associated methods.associated methods.

•• As it is a DLL Active X, a user interface can be created As it is a DLL Active X, a user interface can be created 
from any program or language to access ActiveX objects from any program or language to access ActiveX objects 
such as such as VisualBasicVisualBasic, , VisulaCVisulaC++ and Delphi, as well as ++ and Delphi, as well as 
Microsoft Office (Excel, Access, etc).Microsoft Office (Excel, Access, etc).
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InstallationInstallation

•• The Active X The Active X ““EcoViewerEcoViewer for for EcosimEcosim 3.33.3”” will will 
be registered, which must be included as be registered, which must be included as 
reference in each project:reference in each project:

•• Open the Visual Basic Editor of Excel (ToolsOpen the Visual Basic Editor of Excel (Tools--
>Macro>Macro-->Visual Basic Editor) Then open the >Visual Basic Editor) Then open the 
References window (ToolsReferences window (Tools-->References) >References) 
and activate and activate ““EcoViewerEcoViewer for for EcosimEcosim 3.33.3””..

•• If the Active X does not appear in the list, If the Active X does not appear in the list, 
then you will have to register it manually. To then you will have to register it manually. To 
do this, open a DOS box, go to the folder do this, open a DOS box, go to the folder 
where EcosimPro is installed and go to the where EcosimPro is installed and go to the 
folder containing the folder containing the dllsdlls. Use the . Use the 
regsvr32.exe command to register the regsvr32.exe command to register the dlldll..

regsvr32 regsvr32 ecoviewer.dllecoviewer.dll

•• Or else you can look for it directly using the Or else you can look for it directly using the 
Examine button in the previous window.Examine button in the previous window.
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ExampleExample

•• The first thing we have to do is to create an object of class The first thing we have to do is to create an object of class EcoviewEcoview. If . If 
necessary, we can also create objects for necessary, we can also create objects for EcoGenStatusEcoGenStatus (practically (practically 
indispensibleindispensible), ), EcoIntStatusEcoIntStatus, , EcoTypeEcoType and and EcoCategoryEcoCategory..

Public Public WithEventsWithEvents ECO As ECO As EcoViewEcoView

Public ECO_GS As Public ECO_GS As EcoGenStatusEcoGenStatus

Public ECO_IS As Public ECO_IS As EcoIntStatusEcoIntStatus

Public Public ECO_TypeECO_Type As As EcoTypeEcoType

Public Public ECO_CategECO_Categ As As EcoCategoryEcoCategory

•• The only one which has events is The only one which has events is EcoViewEcoView, which is why , which is why WithEventsWithEvents is used.is used.

•• Next, we have to provide these objects with information. If we wNext, we have to provide these objects with information. If we want, we can do ant, we can do 
this when we open the Excel project (also possible in Visual Basthis when we open the Excel project (also possible in Visual Basic).ic).

Private Sub Private Sub Workbook_OpenWorkbook_Open()()

Set ECO = New Set ECO = New EcoViewEcoView

Set ECO_GS = New Set ECO_GS = New EcoGenStatusEcoGenStatus

Set ECO_IS = New Set ECO_IS = New EcoIntStatusEcoIntStatus

Set Set ECO_TypeECO_Type = New = New EcoTypeEcoType

Set Set ECO_CategECO_Categ = New = New EcoCategoryEcoCategory

ECO.EnvironmentECO.Environment

End SubEnd Sub
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ExampleExample

•• Before we can use the ActiveX methods we have to add the Before we can use the ActiveX methods we have to add the dlldll search path, search path, 
which done simply by using the following command: which done simply by using the following command: 

ECO.EnvironmentECO.Environment

•• Lastly, we load the experiment.Lastly, we load the experiment.

'Path and file name of the experiment'Path and file name of the experiment

msExpFilemsExpFile = "aircraft#gear.default.exp1.dll"= "aircraft#gear.default.exp1.dll"

sPathsPath = = ECO.GetInstallPathECO.GetInstallPath + _+ _

""\\Interface MonitorInterface Monitor\\ExcelExcel\\aircraftGearaircraftGear\\""

'Argument 0 is reserved to "'Argument 0 is reserved to "DllVB.dllDllVB.dll" (automatic)" (automatic)

Dim sArguments(1 To 4) As StringDim sArguments(1 To 4) As String

sArguments(1) = "/OUTDIR"sArguments(1) = "/OUTDIR"

sArguments(2) = sArguments(2) = sPathsPath

sArguments(3) = "/INDIR"sArguments(3) = "/INDIR"

sArguments(4) = sArguments(4) = sPathsPath

Hoja1.MessagesBox.Text = ""Hoja1.MessagesBox.Text = ""

Hoja1.MessagesBox.Height = 130Hoja1.MessagesBox.Height = 130

Hoja1.MessagesBox.Width = 600Hoja1.MessagesBox.Width = 600
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ExampleExample

'Load the experiment'Load the experiment

Dim Dim hExperimenthExperiment As LongAs Long

hExperimenthExperiment = = ECO.LoadDll(msExpFileECO.LoadDll(msExpFile, , sPathsPath, , sArgumentssArguments, _, _

bPprbPpr, Hoja1.MessagesBox.hWnd), Hoja1.MessagesBox.hWnd)

If (If (hExperimenthExperiment = 0) Then= 0) Then

MsgBoxMsgBox "Error opening file: " + "Error opening file: " + sPathsPath + + msExpFilemsExpFile

bLoadedbLoaded = False= False

ElseElse

bLoadedbLoaded = True= True

End IfEnd If
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Example Example -- RunRun

•• Running the experimentRunning the experiment

Public Sub Public Sub Run_experimentRun_experiment()()
On Error On Error GoToGoTo MyerrorMyerror
'Check if experiment was loaded'Check if experiment was loaded
If (Not If (Not bLoadedbLoaded) Then) Then

MsgBoxMsgBox "The experiment is not loaded""The experiment is not loaded"
Exit SubExit Sub

End IfEnd If

If If ECO.GetGeneralStatusECO.GetGeneralStatus <> ECO_GS.PAUSE_ Then<> ECO_GS.PAUSE_ Then
Reset_experimentReset_experiment

End IfEnd If

ECO.SetGeneralStatusECO.SetGeneralStatus ECO_GS.RUN_ECO_GS.RUN_

Exit SubExit Sub
MyerrorMyerror::

MsgBoxMsgBox "Error running experiment!""Error running experiment!"
End SubEnd Sub
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RefreshRefresh

•• Once the experiment is running, we can access the variable valueOnce the experiment is running, we can access the variable values s 
implementing the implementing the RefreshViewRefreshView event of the event of the EcoViewEcoView object.object.

Private Sub Private Sub ECO_RefreshEventECO_RefreshEvent()()
If (Not If (Not bLoadedbLoaded) Then) Then

Exit SubExit Sub
End IfEnd If
Set Set gPlotDatagPlotData = = Worksheets("dataSheetWorksheets("dataSheet")")
With With gPlotDatagPlotData

..Range("ARange("A" & " & rowpos).Valuerowpos).Value = = ECO.GetTimeECO.GetTime()()
Dim i As IntegerDim i As Integer
..Range("BRange("B" & " & rowpos).Valuerowpos).Value = _= _

ECO.GetVarValue(Variables(1))ECO.GetVarValue(Variables(1))
rowposrowpos = = rowposrowpos + 1+ 1
Dim Dim rowInirowIni As IntegerAs Integer
rowInirowIni = 2= 2
gPlot.SetSourceDatagPlot.SetSourceData Source:=.Range("A1:D1," & _Source:=.Range("A1:D1," & _

"A" & "A" & rowInirowIni & ":D" & & ":D" & rowposrowpos), ), PlotByPlotBy __
:=:=xlColumnsxlColumns

gplotsheet.Cells(11, 11) = _ gplotsheet.Cells(11, 11) = _ 
ECO.GetVarValue(Variables(1))ECO.GetVarValue(Variables(1))

End WithEnd With
DoEventsDoEvents
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Example I: freezerExample I: freezer
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Excel Interface using Excel Interface using EcosimEcosim ToolbarToolbar

•• In order to make the user easier to run EcosimPro models In order to make the user easier to run EcosimPro models 
from Excel, EcosimPro has an Interface with Microsoft from Excel, EcosimPro has an Interface with Microsoft 
Excel using a toolbarExcel using a toolbar

•• To use this interface, it is only necessary to run a small To use this interface, it is only necessary to run a small 
program named Register.exe in the EcosimPro installation program named Register.exe in the EcosimPro installation 
folder. This allows to record the EcosimPro toolbar for folder. This allows to record the EcosimPro toolbar for 
Excel. The installation is only valid for Microsoft Excel 2000 Excel. The installation is only valid for Microsoft Excel 2000 
or greateror greater

•• If the user wants to eliminate the EcosimPro toolbar in If the user wants to eliminate the EcosimPro toolbar in 
Excel, the user must also run this program and mark the Excel, the user must also run this program and mark the 
““Unregister addUnregister add--in for Excelin for Excel”” code.code.

•• Finally the user must load the EcosimPro toolbarFinally the user must load the EcosimPro toolbar
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•• The options available in the EcosimPro toolbar are the followingThe options available in the EcosimPro toolbar are the following::

–– Open an experimentOpen an experiment

–– Save an experiment configurationSave an experiment configuration

–– Assign a variable to a selected cellAssign a variable to a selected cell

–– Delete a variableDelete a variable

–– Run, pause or stop an experimentRun, pause or stop an experiment

–– Perform a new integrationPerform a new integration

–– Calculate a steady stateCalculate a steady state

–– Save or restore a snapshot of the simulationSave or restore a snapshot of the simulation

–– Reset an experiment to the initial valuesReset an experiment to the initial values

–– Clean the EcosimPro result SheetClean the EcosimPro result Sheet
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MethodologyMethodology

1.1. Simulate in EcosimPro the experiment the user wants to run Simulate in EcosimPro the experiment the user wants to run 
from Excel (in order to generate the DLL file)from Excel (in order to generate the DLL file)

2.2. Create an Excel template. Design the Worksheet format and Create an Excel template. Design the Worksheet format and 
the schematic diagram in Excel.the schematic diagram in Excel.

3.3. Create the Create the EcoExcelEcoExcel configuration fileconfiguration file

4.4. Simulate the experiments in ExcelSimulate the experiments in Excel

5.5. Create the plots of the most interesting variables in the Excel Create the plots of the most interesting variables in the Excel 
templatetemplate

6.6. Report the resultsReport the results
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Example (I)Example (I)

•• Build an Excel Interface for the Build an Excel Interface for the 
thermal network model developed thermal network model developed 
during the first day of the courseduring the first day of the course

•• Start from an Excel Template of the Start from an Excel Template of the 
system already createdsystem already created

•• Create the Create the EcoExcelEcoExcel Configuration fileConfiguration file

•• Simulate the model from ExcelSimulate the model from Excel

•• Generate two plots in the Excel Generate two plots in the Excel 
Template:Template:

–– Temperatures of the nodesTemperatures of the nodes

–– Heat flows across the nodesHeat flows across the nodes
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Example (II)Example (II)

•• Excel Template of the thermal network model: Excel Template of the thermal network model: Example_EcoToolbar.xlsExample_EcoToolbar.xls
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Example (III)Example (III)

•• Create the Create the EcoExcelEcoExcel configuration fileconfiguration file
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Example (IV)Example (IV)

•• Simulate the model and create the plots in Main Sheet Simulate the model and create the plots in Main Sheet 
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Example (V)Example (V)

•• Clean EcosimPro Main Sheet, Reset to initial values and Clean EcosimPro Main Sheet, Reset to initial values and 
Simulate the model Simulate the model 
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Matlab InterfaceMatlab Interface

•• Based on Matlab version R13 (which requires Service Pack 1 Based on Matlab version R13 (which requires Service Pack 1 ––
Generic dll_1p1.exe), an interface has been established to Generic dll_1p1.exe), an interface has been established to 
directly call from this program, Cdirectly call from this program, C functions exported in a functions exported in a 
dynamic link library (DLL).dynamic link library (DLL).

•• Taking advantage of this interface, a series of functions have Taking advantage of this interface, a series of functions have 
been created to comprise a toolbox, with which an EcosimPro been created to comprise a toolbox, with which an EcosimPro 
model can be easily and quickly used. model can be easily and quickly used. 

EcosimPro tool

Matlab-Simulink

A simple API is 
used to make 
co-simulation
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•• The "The "ecoToolboxecoToolbox" is located in the following directory:" is located in the following directory:

•• INSTALL_DIRINSTALL_DIR\\ Interface MonitorInterface Monitor\\ ecoToolboxecoToolbox

•• and EcosimPro is installed in directly INSTALL_DIR.and EcosimPro is installed in directly INSTALL_DIR.

•• To be able to use the toolbar, the path prior to the MATLAB To be able to use the toolbar, the path prior to the MATLAB 
environment has to be added via the menu option:environment has to be added via the menu option:

•• File  Set Path...File  Set Path...

•• The following dialogue will appear:The following dialogue will appear:
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•• The toolbox functions have to make calls to different libraries The toolbox functions have to make calls to different libraries 
located in:located in:

•• INSTALL_DIRINSTALL_DIR\\dllsdlls

•• and so this directory must be added to the operating system and so this directory must be added to the operating system 
environment variable PATH as a system variable and not as a environment variable PATH as a system variable and not as a 
user variable.user variable.

•• When we reach this point the toolbox is installed and can be When we reach this point the toolbox is installed and can be 
used both by the MATLAB environment and from Simulink.used both by the MATLAB environment and from Simulink.

•• To call DLL functions from MATLAB 6.5, you need to download To call DLL functions from MATLAB 6.5, you need to download 
and install the DLL Interface Library. The library is available and install the DLL Interface Library. The library is available 
from our Web site: from our Web site: 
http://www.mathworks.com/support/solutions/files/s33513/Genhttp://www.mathworks.com/support/solutions/files/s33513/Gen
ericDll_1p1.exe ericDll_1p1.exe 
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Matlab Interface (Functions)Matlab Interface (Functions)

•• The following is a list of the toolbox functions. This list can The following is a list of the toolbox functions. This list can be be 
obtained directly in MATLAB with the sentence:obtained directly in MATLAB with the sentence:

help help ecoToolboxecoToolbox
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Matlab Interface Matlab Interface –– ExamplesExamples

•• To illustrate the use of the toolbox, we are going to describe tTo illustrate the use of the toolbox, we are going to describe two wo 
small examples included in the directory:small examples included in the directory:

INSTALL_DIRINSTALL_DIR\\\\MatlabMatlab--SimulinkSimulink\\Matlab examplesMatlab examples

•• In the script In the script ecoExample1ecoExample1 we will see how to run a model in a we will see how to run a model in a 
simple fashion by first initialising a variablesimple fashion by first initialising a variable

•• In the script In the script ecoExample2ecoExample2 we will run the same model that in we will run the same model that in 
ecoExample1ecoExample1 but we will show the results in a plotbut we will show the results in a plot
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Matlab Interface Matlab Interface –– ecoExample1ecoExample1

•• First, with the function First, with the function ecoLoadEcosimProecoLoadEcosimPro we load we load EcosimPro'sEcosimPro's generic DLL generic DLL 
with which MATLAB will communicate with our model. In this case with which MATLAB will communicate with our model. In this case it is it is 
INSTALL_DIR, and therefore the directory in which EcosimPro was INSTALL_DIR, and therefore the directory in which EcosimPro was installed, is: installed, is: 
"C:"C:\\EcosimPro"EcosimPro"

•• We then load the model (We then load the model (ecoLoadExperimentecoLoadExperiment) which we will find in the ) which we will find in the 
examples library DEFAULT_LIB called examples library DEFAULT_LIB called aircraftGearaircraftGear displaying the model variablesdisplaying the model variables

•• Using the sentence Using the sentence ecoSettingecoSetting we can tell EcosimPro several things. In this we can tell EcosimPro several things. In this 
case, we say we do not want it to return the integration messagecase, we say we do not want it to return the integration messages, which will s, which will 
increase the process speed; in addition, with increase the process speed; in addition, with ecoSetIMethodecoSetIMethod we change the we change the 
integration algorithm to a fourth order Rungeintegration algorithm to a fourth order Runge--KuttaKutta

•• With With ecoSetTSTOPecoSetTSTOP we establish the end of simulation in 15we establish the end of simulation in 15 seconds. As seconds. As 
nothing has been indicated, it is understood that simulation wilnothing has been indicated, it is understood that simulation will start in l start in 
00 seconds. With seconds. With ecoSetValueecoSetValue we also initialise the variable 'x' to a value of we also initialise the variable 'x' to a value of 
200200 metresmetres

•• The function The function ecoINTEGecoINTEG will run an integration with the parameters defined will run an integration with the parameters defined 
previouslypreviously

•• To end the process we obtain the value of 'x' and of its first dTo end the process we obtain the value of 'x' and of its first derivative with erivative with 
ecoGetValueecoGetValue since they are real valuessince they are real values

•• When the complete process is finished, we unload the model with When the complete process is finished, we unload the model with ecoUnloadecoUnload
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•• The first steps are similar to those in the previous example, usThe first steps are similar to those in the previous example, using the ing the 
same model same model aircraftGearaircraftGear (functions (functions ecoLoadEcosimProecoLoadEcosimPro and and 
ecoLoadExperimentecoLoadExperiment))

•• In this case we cannot use the same mechanism as we did previousIn this case we cannot use the same mechanism as we did previously ly 
because we need all the intermediate values of the simulation tobecause we need all the intermediate values of the simulation to be be 
able to create the graphic. So instead of telling the program toable to create the graphic. So instead of telling the program to
integrate from an initial time to a final time, we will define tintegrate from an initial time to a final time, we will define the interval he interval 
in which we want the data to be delivered. We define this with tin which we want the data to be delivered. We define this with the he 
function function ecoSetCINTecoSetCINT and we use and we use ecoINTEG_CINTecoINTEG_CINT to give the to give the 
command to calculate up to the next communication level (or evencommand to calculate up to the next communication level (or event)t)

•• The integrator will end on TSTOP and this time will be used in The integrator will end on TSTOP and this time will be used in 
comparison with the actual integration time (comparison with the actual integration time (ecoGetTIMEecoGetTIME) to end the ) to end the 
data retrieval loop, this being 'x' and its first and second derdata retrieval loop, this being 'x' and its first and second derivativesivatives

•• With the integration finished, we will plot the data obtainedWith the integration finished, we will plot the data obtained

•• When the complete process is finished, we unload the model with When the complete process is finished, we unload the model with 
ecoUnloadecoUnload
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EL FUNCTIONSEL FUNCTIONS

•• The syntax is as follows:The syntax is as follows:

FUNCTION data_type IDENTIFIER( argumentFUNCTION data_type IDENTIFIER( argument--list ) STRING_VALUE?  EOL*list ) STRING_VALUE?  EOL*

[DECLS[DECLS

LocalLocal--variables]variables]

BODYBODY

SequentialSequential--stmsstms

END FUNCTIONEND FUNCTION

•• The argument list contains all the function's arguments, The argument list contains all the function's arguments, 
separated by commas. All declarations have the following separated by commas. All declarations have the following 
syntax:syntax:

[IN | OUT] data[IN | OUT] data--type IDENTIFIERtype IDENTIFIER

•• If the argument has the If the argument has the ININ prefix, this indicates that it is passed prefix, this indicates that it is passed 
by value. by value. OUTOUT indicates that it is passed by reference and the indicates that it is passed by reference and the 
value of the call variable will be updated.value of the call variable will be updated.
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FUNCTION REAL friction FUNCTION REAL friction 
( ( 

IN REAL  IN REAL  epseps ,        ,        ----relative relative rugosityrugosity
IN REAL  Re           IN REAL  Re           ----reynoldsreynolds numbernumber

))
DECLSDECLS

REAL REAL fricfric
REAL aREAL a
REAL bREAL b

BODYBODY
Re = Re = abs(Reabs(Re))
IF (Re < 1.eIF (Re < 1.e--30) THEN30) THEN

Re = 1.eRe = 1.e--3030
END IFEND IF
a = (2.457*log(1./((7./Re)**.9+.27*a = (2.457*log(1./((7./Re)**.9+.27*epseps)))**16.)))**16.
b = (37530./Re)**16.b = (37530./Re)**16.
fricfric = ((8./Re)**12.+1./((a+b)**1.5))**.0833333333= ((8./Re)**12.+1./((a+b)**1.5))**.0833333333
RETURN 8*RETURN 8*fricfric

END FUNCTIONEND FUNCTION
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Use of EL functionUse of EL function

CONST REAL G   = 9.806         "Gravity acceleration (m/s^2)"CONST REAL G   = 9.806         "Gravity acceleration (m/s^2)"
CONST REAL VISC = 0.001        "Viscosity (Kg/m s)CONST REAL VISC = 0.001        "Viscosity (Kg/m s)””

COMPONENT Pipe IS_A ChannelCOMPONENT Pipe IS_A Channel
DATADATA

REAL l = 1                  "Pipe length (m)"REAL l = 1                  "Pipe length (m)"
REAL d = 0.1               "Pipe diameter (m)"REAL d = 0.1               "Pipe diameter (m)"
REAL rug = 1.5eREAL rug = 1.5e--6       "Pipe 6       "Pipe rugosityrugosity (m)" (m)" 

DECLSDECLS
REAL A REAL A 
EXPL REAL f              "Friction factor (EXPL REAL f              "Friction factor (--)")"
EXPL REAL Re             "Reynolds number (EXPL REAL Re             "Reynolds number (--)")"

CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS
A = 0.25 * PI * d**2A = 0.25 * PI * d**2
f_out.mf_out.m = = f_in.mf_in.m
Re = (Re = (f_in.mf_in.m * d )  / (A * VISC)* d )  / (A * VISC)
f = f = friction(rug/dfriction(rug/d , Re), Re)
f_in.Pf_in.P -- f_out.Pf_out.P + RHO * G * (+ RHO * G * (z_inz_in -- z_outz_out) ) \\

-- 0.5 * f * (0.5 * f * (l/dl/d) * spow2 () * spow2 (f_in.mf_in.m) / RHO /A**2 = 0) / RHO /A**2 = 0
END COMPONENTEND COMPONENT
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EXTERNAL FUNCTIONSEXTERNAL FUNCTIONS

•• EL allows the user to reuse existing functions EL allows the user to reuse existing functions 
written in C, C++ or Fortran. written in C, C++ or Fortran. 

•• There are very powerful libraries available There are very powerful libraries available 
commercially that supply a wide range of commercially that supply a wide range of 
mathematical functions (optimisation, properties mathematical functions (optimisation, properties 
calculation, etc)calculation, etc)

•• The users can reThe users can re--use their own C, C++ or use their own C, C++ or 
FORTRAN functions easilyFORTRAN functions easily
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EXTERNAL FUNCTIONSEXTERNAL FUNCTIONS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----Declaration of the FORTRAN Function to calculate the property arDeclaration of the FORTRAN Function to calculate the property arrayray

----vsvs two thermodynamic variables of a real gastwo thermodynamic variables of a real gas

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"FORTRAN" "FORTRAN" FUNCTION NO_TYPE FUNCTION NO_TYPE thermo_propthermo_prop

----****

----** Purpose: FORTRAN subroutine to calculate ** Purpose: FORTRAN subroutine to calculate thermodinamicthermodinamic and physicaland physical

----**** properties of the following chemical components in liquidproperties of the following chemical components in liquid

----**** and and vaporvapor phase:phase:

----**** H2O_nist, H2_nist, N2_nist & O2_nistH2O_nist, H2_nist, N2_nist & O2_nist

----****

----** Note:    ** Note:    

----** Arguments:** Arguments:

((

ININ INTEGERINTEGER IG,IG, ----Fluid identification  numberFluid identification  number

IN   IN   INTEGER INTEGER J1,   J1,   ----First independent variableFirst independent variable

IN IN REAL REAL V1,V1, ----First independent variable valueFirst independent variable value

IN   IN   INTEGER INTEGER J2,   J2,   ----Second independent variableSecond independent variable

IN IN REAL REAL V2,V2, ----Second independent variable valueSecond independent variable value

ININ INTEGERINTEGER IC,IC, ----Outlet variables keyOutlet variables key

OUTOUT REALREAL VAR[3, 20],VAR[3, 20], ----Outlet variables valuesOutlet variables values

OUTOUT REALREAL Q,Q, ----Fluid qualityFluid quality

OUTOUT INTEGERINTEGER IER,IER, ----Error indexError index

ININ INTEGERINTEGER N_OR,N_OR, ----Interpolation gradeInterpolation grade

OUTOUT INTEGERINTEGER HIS_T,HIS_T, ----Interpolation memoryInterpolation memory

OUTOUT INTEGERINTEGER HIS_PHIS_P ----Interpolation memoryInterpolation memory

) ) IN "FLUID_TABLESIN "FLUID_TABLES\\thermo_table_interp.libthermo_table_interp.lib""


